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ABSTRACT
Canada has a gender wage gap. Gender discrimination is one of the factors underlying
that gap. The goal of this thesis is to determine if Canadian law can be used to narrow the
gender wage gap and if so, what legal reforms should be made? To meet these ends this
thesis examines the evolution of relevant Canadian human rights and pay equity law and
makes comparisons between the types of laws specific jurisdictions use and the size of
their respective gender wage gaps. The focus then shifts to laws enacted in foreign
jurisdictions that Canada could adopt to further address the gender discrimination
underlying the gap. Ultimately, this thesis argues that Canadian law can be reformed to
narrow the gender wage gap by first, widening the applicability of pay equity law among
jurisdictions and workforce sectors and second, compel employer compliance through
complimentary legislation such as pay transparency laws.

KEYWORDS
Pay Equity, comparable worth, equal pay for work of comparable value, equal pay for
work of equal value, equity, pay, comparable worth, women, women’s rights, Canada,
equality, employment, discrimination, wage gap, gender wage gap, gender pay gap, pay
disparity, transparency law, human rights, pay equity law
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PREFACE
P.1 Background Information on Thesis Topic Selection:
I entered this thesis project knowing that I wanted to choose a topic within my areas of
interest, those being human rights law, gender equality, and employment law. Further I
wanted to select a topic that was not only interesting but also timely, important, and
specific enough to complete in a one year thesis. Ultimately I decided to dedicate my
thesis project to finding ways which Canadian law could be revised to narrow the gender
wage gap. I found this topic an interesting one to pursue because I always saw Canada as
very progressive in furthering women’s equality rights. I had hoped that men and women
were treated equally in this country and I thought that for the most part, they were. In my
own experience, it appeared that I was being treated the same and given the same
opportunity as my fellow classmates and work colleagues. In fact, I had attended law
school courses and practiced in law firms with more women than men and often appeared
before female justices in court. At first glance, it may appear that this increased number
of women in post-secondary institutions and the workforce in recent years is evidence
that Canada has been successful in furthering gender equality in education and
employment. This may be true in some respects, however it is apparent that Canadian
women face gender inequalities in the workplace, an issue directly evidenced by the
gender wage gap. Therefore, I decided to dig deeper into the problem of Canada’s gender
wage gap to see if there was a way to use law to address the issue and find ways to
narrow the gap.
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P.2 Research Question and Goals of Thesis
My thesis question is as follows:
Despite Canada being a champion for equality and human rights, pay inequality persists
between men and women for work of similar value. Can the law be used as an effective
tool to further the goal of pay equity between men and women? If so, how should
Canadian law be reformed to help narrow the gender wage gap?
The ultimate goal of my research is to contribute viable suggestions for the legal
reform of gender based pay equity law in Canada. Canadian gender equality norms are
evident in society, as well as in the Charter, human rights legislation and provincial pay
equity legislation. However, despite the existence of such laws, gender equality is lacking
at the ground level, which can be seen in the fact that men are still often being paid more
than women for the same or comparable work.
The main argument of my thesis is that proactive pay equity laws such as freestanding pay equity legislation and transparency laws, among others, can help Canada
narrow the gender wage gap by decreasing the portion of the gap that is caused by
employer discrimination. My recommendation is that jurisdictions without pay equity
legislation enact it and that the jurisdictions that do have such legislation strengthen it so
that it has wider applicability to reach more employees. Further, transparency laws should
also be implemented across jurisdictions to ensure that employers are not only committed
to achieving pay equity but also to maintaining it.
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P.3 Methodology
The primary method of my thesis will be a doctrinal review of pay discrimination and
pay equity laws across various Canadian jurisdictions. I will also be looking at the gender
wage gaps across these provinces to try and determine any logical correlations arising
between the laws employed by specific provinces and their respective gender wage gaps.
In addition to a doctrinal method, comparative and critical analysis methodologies will
also be used. I am using a variety of methodologies in this research project so that I am
able to progress my research beyond the classic doctrinal methodology of examining
what the law presently is, into comparative and critical analysis methods that enable me
to discover and suggest ways in which the law can be transformed to more effectively
meet the goals of my research. The ultimate goal of my research project is to critically
analyze and compare relevant pay equity and pay discrimination laws in order to propose
reasonable recommendations on how Canadian law can be reformed to move further
towards pay equity and narrow the gender wage gap.

P.4 Thesis Structure
My thesis structure is designed in a way that will assist me in determining how
Canada can reform the law to decrease gender discrimination and narrow the gender
wage gap. To meet these ends, my thesis is structured as follows:
The first chapter will explore the problem of the gender wage gap, where it exists,
what causes it, what can help fix it and a discussion on some relevant terms which can be
confusing. The second chapter examines Canada’s pay equity obligations under
international law, the history and evolution of Canadian gender pay discrimination law to
viii

the call for more proactive laws and the creation of pay equity legislation. The third
chapter focuses on present pay discrimination and pay equity laws within Canadian
jurisdictions as well as their relevant gender wage gaps. This chapter finishes with
criticisms and justification for enacting free-standing pay equity law followed by
recommendations for strengthening existing laws within the jurisdictions to further pay
equity and narrow the wage gap. The fourth chapter explores other new laws enacted in
foreign jurisdictions to achieve pay equity such as pay transparency and related laws
which Canada could adopt. This is followed by a discussion of the Ontario Transparency
legislation enacted in 2018, which is yet to come into force and effect, and the impact of
the 2018 Federal Budget on pay equity and the wage gap. The fifth chapter will conclude
the thesis with final thoughts on the wage gap and suggested legal reforms.

P.5 Scope and Limitations of Thesis Project
To be clear, I note that due to the time and content limitations of this thesis, I am
limiting the scope of my topic in two ways: First, my research will be focused on the
principle of equal pay for work of equal value. In this context, women being paid less
than their male cohorts, can be attributed to direct discrimination by employers and
undervaluing of women’s work. I will not be looking at pay inequality between men and
women that can be attributed to other factors that can account for pay disparity, such as
differences between hours worked, job type, skill level, leaves of absence for child
rearing etc. Instead, I will only be considering the wage gap that exists between men and
women with equal skills and experience within the same job, or where both men and
women are performing jobs of equal value. For the purposes of this thesis, work of equal
ix

value is determined by looking to the following four factors: skill, effort, responsibility,
and working conditions. Although some of these factors are arguably subjective and their
application is admittedly complex, these specific factors are commonly accepted and used
to measure work value in pay equity and relevant human rights legislation across various
jurisdictions. Although determining the quality and weight of these particular factors as a
way to value work is an interesting and important topic in relation to pay equity and the
gender wage gap, that specific topic falls beyond the scope of this particular thesis.
The second way in which I am limiting the scope of my thesis project is that I will
only be focusing on legal reform, as a means to narrow the gender wage gap. I will not be
focusing on the historical, social, political, cultural, or other factors that are responsible
for and perpetuate gender discrimination, and the inextricably linked gender wage gap.
Realistically, a multi-faceted approach to address those underlying factors, would be
required to completely close the gap. Regardless, in my view essential initial progress can
be made through legal reform, towards narrowing the gap and decreasing disparity. For
example, pay equity laws place the burden on employers to ensure they achieve and
maintain pay equity within their establishments. Further, transparency laws bring pay
disparity to light so that it may be further determined if differential pay is justified.
Although legal reform alone will not completely close the gender pay gap in Canada,
legal reform is arguably a necessary first step to narrow the gap.

x
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CHAPTER 1
1.

INTRODUCTION TO THE GENDER WAGE GAP

Chapter 1 begins with a brief introduction to how Canadian law reform can narrow
the gender wage gap. Next this Chapter introduces the gender wage gap in greater
detail, where it exists, who it effects, why it exists and how we can try to fix it. It
shows that the gap is a serious global and domestic problem that not only infringes
upon a woman’s fundamental human right to pay equity, but also impacts families,
children, men, the nation, the world. It will become apparent that even though
there are many factors that cause the gap, one is discrimination on the basis of
gender. It is this factor which accounts for a portion of the wage gap that can be
narrowed through the law and legal reform. In later chapters, it will become clear
that proactive laws which obligate employers to ensure that they achieve, maintain,
and report pay equity serves as an effective way to reduce gender pay
discrimination and narrow the gender wage gap.

1.1 Introduction to How Canadian Law Reform Can Narrow
the Gender Wage Gap
Canada is a country with a reputation as a global leader on gender equality.1 However,
gender inequalities persist within the nation and are evident in the existence of the gender
wage gap.2 Canadian men are paid more than Canadian women for work of the same

Sandrine Devillard, et al, “The power of parity: Advancing women’s equality in Canada” (June 2017 last
modified), online: McKinsey & Company <https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/genderequality/the-power-of-parity-advancing-womens-equality-in-canada>.
2
As will be discussed in greater detail later in this Chapter, a 2017 Statistics Canada report states that
Canadian women earn 87 cents for every dollar earned by a man. Melissa Moyser, “Women in Canada: a
1

2
value and sometimes women are paid less than men even for the same job.3 This is not a
problem that is unique to Canada as the gender wage gap thrives in countries around the
globe.4 However, in a country such as Canada, where women’s rights have come such a
long way, it is a shame to see such inequality in something as basic and fundamental to
survival as employment income.
According to Canada’s obligations under international law, the government is required to,
“adopt all necessary measures” to reach pay equity.5 However, although Canadian law
has moved from the principle of “equal pay for equal work” to “equal pay for work of
equal value”, the materialization of this theory has not yet reached the ground level, as is
evident in the persistence of the gender wage gap.6 On the positive side, some Canadian
jurisdictions have attempted to further pay equity by moving beyond reactive complaint’s
based human rights models alone to deal with pay equity to also enacting free standing

Gender-based Statistical Report, Women and Paid Work” (9, March 2017 last modified) at 26, online (pdf):
Statistics Canada <statcan.gc.ca/pub/89-503-x/2015001/article/14694-eng.pdf>.
3
Women earn 87 cents for every dollar earned by a man often due to gender wage inequality within
occupations, Ibid.
4
The Canadian Women’s Foundation website states that the gender wage gap exists to some extent in
every country in the world. Canadian Women’s Foundation, “The Facts about the Gender Wage Gap in
Canada” (August 2018 last updated), online: Canadian Women’s Foundation <canadianwomen.org/thefacts/the-wage-gap/> [Canadian Women’s Foundation, “Facts about the Gender Wage Gap”].
5
Mary Cornish, Fay Faraday, & Michelle Dagnino, “Linking International and Domestic Equality Rights:
Using Global Gender Standards to Further Canadian Women’s Equality”, Paper for the Canadian Bar
Association Annual Legal Conference, Vancouver B.C. August 2005, citing CEDAW, Articles 2 and 24.
See Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 18 December 1979,
GA res. 34/180, 34 UN GAOR Supp. (No. 46) at 193, UN Doc. A/34/46; 1249 UNTS 13; 19 ILM 33; 1980
[CEDAW].
6
The principle of “Equal pay for equal work” means that women should be paid the same amount as men
when they are performing the same job. The principle of “equal pay for work of equal value” goes a step
further to say that women should receive the same pay as men for similar jobs that are considered to be of
the same worth. These principles will be discussed in greater detail later in this Chapter and in Chapter 2.
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pay equity legislation.7 However, other provinces have failed to do so and continue to
have the largest gender wage gaps in the nation.8
Although there are many factors that underlie the gender wage gap as well as many tools
that would be required to completely close the gap, this research focuses mainly on one
cause and one fix. Through this thesis, the case will be made that Canadian law has the
ability to effectively address the portion of the gender wage gap that can be attributed to
gender pay discrimination and thereby assist in narrowing the gender wage gap. The law
is an effective tool for eliminating discrimination because it reflects the norms and values
of society and has the ability to persuade or deter specific actions and results.
Specific laws used by various Canadian and foreign jurisdictions may serve as a
promising staring point in narrowing the gender pay gap. For example, this thesis
examines pay transparency laws, which are laws that can help bring the existence of pay
disparity to light so that it may be determined as to whether or not the difference in pay
may be justified. For example, one justifiable reason for pay disparity may be due to one
employee earning less than another for the same job because they worked less hours. The
thesis also examines pay equity laws, which place the onus onto the employer to ensure
that pay equity is achieved within their workplace. Although these laws are not the final
solution to fixing the longstanding and complex problem of the gender wage gap in

7

For example, provinces such as Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Manitoba and Prince
Edward Island have all enacted pay equity legislation. Government of Canada, “Fact Sheet: Evolution of
pay equity” (August 2018), online: Government of Canada <canada.ca/en/treasury-boardsecretariat/services/innovation/equitable-compensation/fact-sheet-evolution-pay-equity.html> [Government
of Canada, Fact Sheet].
8
For example, Alberta and Newfoundland and Labrador have the largest gender wage gaps in the nation.
The Conference Board of Canada, “Provincial and Territorial Ranking: Gender Wage Gap” (15 January
2017), The Conference Board of Canada, online: <conferenceboard.ca/hcp/provincial/society/gendergap.aspx>.
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Canada, these types of laws are a vital first step in identifying gender pay inequity,
assessing whether or not the disparity is justified, and ensuring progress is being made by
employers towards pay equity.
This thesis will show that headway to closing the gap can be made by extending the
protections offered by proactive pay equity legislation to as many Canadian women as
possible. This can be achieved by implementing a combination of widely applicable pay
equity legislation to ensure women receive equal pay for work of equal value, alongside
pay transparency legislation to monitor employer compliance. Ontario is one province
that appears to be heading most progressively towards achieving its obligation to achieve
pay equity. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, Ontario has the most widely applicable pay
equity legislation and it has recently enacted transparency legislation which is set to come
into force and effect in 2019.9 Ontario’s existing pay equity legislation combined with the
incoming pay transparency legislation appear to be a promising combination of legal
tools intended to narrow the gender wage gap. It would be ideal if the remaining
Canadian jurisdictions would take notice and follow suit to further reduce the size of
Canada’s gender wage gap.

1.2 Pay Equity, Equal Pay and Employment Equity
Before we go further into the sections of this thesis that deal specifically with the law and
legal terms, it is necessary to understand the difference between, “pay equity”, “equal
pay” and “employment equity”, as these terms are not synonymous but sound similar.
First, “equal pay” (for equal work) means that men and women should be paid the same

9

The Pay Transparency Act 2018, SO 2018, c 5 [Pay Transparency Act].
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amount for the same work. This is a narrow perspective of equality which was used more
commonly in older legal instruments. On the other hand, today “pay equity” is a human
right in Canada, found in various Human Rights Acts and other legislation throughout the
country.10
Second, “pay equity” goes beyond the more straightforward concept of “equal pay” for
equal work, to also include equal pay for work of equal value. Unlike “equal pay”, the
goal of “pay equity” is not simply to ensure that men and women are being paid the same
amount of money for the same job. Rather, “pay equity” aims to stop systemic
discrimination related to the under-valuation of work traditionally performed by
women.11 To meet these ends, a “pay equity” process requires the employer to assess
various factors which assist in determining what qualifies as work of equal value. Those
factors include, skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions. Jobs performed by
men and women which entail the same amount of skill, effort, responsibility and working
conditions can be said to be jobs of the same value.12
To help provide a specific definition for “pay equity”, Manitoba’s Pay Equity Act states
that, “pay equity”, can be understood as,
“[…] a compensation practice which is based primarily on the relative value of the
work performed, irrespective of the gender of employees, and includes the
requirement that no employer shall establish or maintain a difference between the

10

For example, pay equity is protected by s.11 of the Canadian Human Rights Act, Canadian Human
Rights Act, RSC 1985, c H-6, s.11 [CHRA].
11
Government of Canada, “Introduction to Pay Equity” (August 2018 last visited), online: Government of
Canada <canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/pay-equity/intro.html> [Government of
Canada, “Introduction”].
12
These four factors were set out in the Equal Wages Guidelines, to assess the value of a given job. These
Guidelines will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. Equal Wages Guidelines, 1986, SOR/86-1082,
s.3-8 [Equal Wages Guidelines].
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wages paid to male and female employees, employed by that employer, who are
performing work of equal or comparable value.13
Third, in contrast to “pay equity” and “equal pay”, “employment equity” focuses on more
than gender-based wage discrimination. Instead the goal of “employment equity” is to
remove employment barriers for women, as well as the following designated groups:
Indigenous Peoples, people with disabilities and visible minorities.14 By removing these
barriers, women are more able to access higher paying male dominated jobs. Some
organizations are obligated by law to have in place Employment Equity Programs (EEP)
to ensure that their workforce profile adequately reflects the diversity of the labour
force.15 For example, the Employment Equity Act, aims to ensure that all Canadians have
the same access to the labour market.16 The Employment Equity Act requires federal
employers to increase employment representation of the four designated groups by 1)
ensuring all four designated groups are fully represented in all levels of the organization,
2) identifying any applicable employment barriers for the group members, and 3) work
with employees to develop a plan (EEP) that promotes full representation of all group
members in the workforce.17
It is important to note that the Employment Equity Act only applies to a narrow section of
the Canadian workforce, such as: federally regulated industries, crown corporations,
federal organizations with 100 employees or more and other sections of federal public

This definition is listed in Manitoba’s pay equity legislation entitled, The Pay Equity Act, CCSM 1985, c
P13, s.1 [Manitoba Pay Equity Act].
14
The Government of Canada, “Introduction”, supra note 11.
15
Joanne D. Leck, “Making Employment Equity Programs Work for Women” (2002) 28 Can Public
Policies and Economic Forces 85.
16
Canadian Human Rights Commission, “Frequently Asked Questions” (August 2018 last visited), online:
Canadian Human Rights Commission, <chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/eng/content/frequently-asked-questions-0>. See
also, Employment Equity Act, S.C. 1995, c.44 [Employment Equity Act].
17
Ibid.
13
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administration such as the Royal Canadian Mountain Police and the Canadian Forces.18
In contrast to the federal Employment Equity Act, Canadian provinces do not have
freestanding employment equity legislation. Instead, employment equity protection
comes under provincial human rights legislation which protects groups of people that fall
into specific identifiably vulnerable groups such as women and visible minorities.19
However, the Employment Equity Act is the only freestanding legislation of its kind in the
country which limits its applicability to ensure an equal playing field in the realm of
employment in the workforce.
Although employment equity legislation and EEP’s are certainly an important way to
deter workplace discrimination and curb gender discrimination in general, their
relationship to and connection with pay equity fall outside the scope of this thesis.
However, EEP’s would be an essential component to a more comprehensive legal reform
plan to further narrow the gender wage gap. Employment equity laws and plans aim to
increase the number of women in the workforce and into higher paying, traditionally
male-dominated jobs. This is distinguishable from pay equity laws and plans which
instead focus on increasing the pay for women in traditionally female jobs.
Benefits of EEPs include improved human resources practices, increased presence and
improved status of women, and narrowing of gender wage gaps.20 Another benefit to
mandating EEP’s is that it could stop employers from potentially creating loopholes in
Government of Canada, “Employment Equity in Federally Regulated Workplaces” (16 February 2018
last modified), online: Government of Canada, <canada.ca/en/employment-socialdevelopment/programs/employment-equity.html> [Government of Canada, “Employment Equity”].
19
For example, section 5(1), of the Ontario Human Rights Code guarantees the right to equal treatment
with respect to employment, without discrimination due to race, ancestry, place of origin, ethnic origin,
colour, sex, creed, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, gender expression, marital status, family status
or disability. Human Rights Code, RSO 1990, c H.19, s.5(1) [Ontario Human Rights Code].
20
Leck, supra note 15 at 88.
18
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their obligations under pay equity laws. This is due to the fact that EEP’s require
employers to hire a certain number of women among all levels of the organization so that
they are fully represented. Without such a requirement, it is possible that employers could
avoid pay equity obligations by hiring only male employees.21 If this is true, and
employers refuse to hire women then it could lead to further gender segregation of the
workforce, which is another cause of the gender wage gap. Therefore, to avoid this
potential issue, it would be beneficial to enact both employment equity and pay equity
legislation to narrow the gender wage gap.
Although employment equity legislation has the potential to force employers to hire more
women into higher paying jobs, employment equity policy and legislation are highly
criticized, mainly due to high implementation and administration costs as well as the
tendency for such legislation to create male-backlash.22 This may be why the legislation
is presently limited to federal sector employers with 100 or more employees.23 This may
also be part of the reason why Ontario, the only province to have implemented
employment equity legislation repealed it shortly after it was enacted.24 Although
employment equity legislation would be a useful tool for addressing the gender
segregation of the workforce that contributes to the gender wage gap, it is beyond the
scope of this thesis which focuses on pay equity.

21

This is a serious and valid concern which was kindly brought to my attention by the Supervisor of my
Thesis, Dr. Gillian Demeyere, B.A, LL.B, M.A., LL.M, S.J.D, from the Faculty of Law in the University of
Western Ontario (April 2018).
22
Joanne Leck explains that “Male backlash” is when men have negative reactions to reverse
discrimination and hiring/promotion decisions that are based on protected group membership rather than
individual merit. Leck, supra note 15 at 91.
23
Government of Canada, “Employment”, supra note 18.
24
Mary Cornish, “Employment and Pay Equity in Canada - - Success Brings Both Attacks and New
Initiatives” (1996) 22:35 Can-United States LJ 271.
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1.3 The Gender Wage Gap: A Global Problem
The gender wage gap is a phenomenon that has existed across the globe since women
entered the workforce. The gender wage gap is the disparity between the average wages
earned by women and the average wages earned by men.25 This difference in pay is not
solely due to men working more hours than women. Nor is the difference in pay solely
due to men working more difficult or dangerous jobs than women, which may be seen as
more “valuable” work due to the heightened level of skill or responsibility involved.
Although these factors certainly explain a portion of the income disparity between men
and women, these explainable factors only account for a portion of the gap and the
remainder of the gap is likely due to other factors, including gender discrimination.26 The
gender discrimination referred to here is evident in employment settings around the
globe, where female employees are being paid less money than men for the same work or
for work of the same value.27
Gender pay discrimination, and the resulting gender wage gap are inconsistent with
women’s fundamental human rights. It is clear that equal pay for work of equal value,

Government of New Brunswick, “Pay Equity” (August 2018 last visited), online: New Brunswick
Canada <gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/departments/women/Economic_Security/content/Pay_Equity.html>.
26
Some of the “other factors” which are also at play may be women being less willing to negotiate or being
more agreeable than men resulting in lower wages. Francine D. Blau, Lawrence M. Kahn, “Why do
Women Still Earn Less than Men?” (19 October 2017), online: World Economic Forum,
<weforum.org/agenda/2017/10/why-do-women-still-make-less-than-men>.
27
For example, a New Zealand study found that although men and women employees in a specific industry
were adding the same value to their firms, the women were only receiving 84 cents for every dollar earned
by the men and attributed the difference in pay to sexism by employers. This is only one example of a type
of discrimination that can be found in countries throughout the world. Isabelle Sin, “Women paid less for
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also known as “pay equity”, is a fundamental human right.28 The National Association of
Women and the Law (NAWL) articulated this well, stating,
“Just as women have the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right
to be equal before the law, so too do women have the right to remuneration
proportional to the value of the work they perform. Pay equity is neither a bonus to
be distributed during economic booms nor a ploy that results in undeserved
windfalls. Rather, pay equity redresses historic employment discrimination
according to basic human rights principles.29”
It is true that over the past half century, there have been substantial advances in women’s
equality rights across the globe. For instance, there has been a substantial increase in
female participation in the world’s workforce since the 1950s. Women have also had an
increased presence in high level educational institutions in recent decades.30 The World
Economic Forum stated that women have actually surpassed men in pursuing higher
education, a trend which began in the early 1980s.31 Further, there appears to be a steady
increase in the number of females participating in politics among an increasing number of
countries.32 Yet, despite this commendable progress made within various areas of gender
equality across the globe, considerable gender wage gaps persist.
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Men are still earning more money than women in a global context.33 As a result, women
are most often the head of low-income households.34 In recent years poverty rates for
women and children have increased.35 Pay inequality results in poverty for women and
their families and economic insecurity.36 This situation of having women including single
mothers who often take-on the majority of care-giving roles in such a vulnerable financial
position has resulted in a disturbing global trend called the “feminization of poverty”.
The feminization of poverty occurs when women comprise a higher percentage of the
poor than men.37 Placing women in such a vulnerable position is dangerous for many
reasons as low wages affect where women and often their children can afford to live,
what they can afford to eat and where they go to school and to work.38 This is especially
true for families where women are the sole or major income earners. Further, it places
women in a vulnerable position to be more dependent on men which in turn increases
their risk for encountering domestic abuse. Low income earning women who are in
abusive relationships may be faced with making a decision between facing violence or
poverty39.
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The gender pay gap exists in virtually every country in the world, yet the size of the gap
varies from one country to the next.40 The size of the gender wage gap also depends on
whether an adjusted or unadjusted gender wage gap calculation is used with the latter
yielding larger percentages of wage differences between men and women.41 According to
the World Economic Forum, based on an unadjusted gender wage gap calculation,
women’s average earnings across the globe in 2016 were almost half of the men’s wage
with women earning $10,778 and men earning $19, 873.42 It has also been estimated
using an adjusted gender wage gap calculation that women working the same full-time,
year-round hours as men make 81 cents for every dollar earned by a man globally.43
Neither the unadjusted nor unadjusted wage gap calculations are acceptable if the world
is truly aspiring to reach gender parity in the workforce.
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The gender wage gap has proven stubborn and resistant to significant change or
elimination.44 According to the World Economic Forum, based on current trends it will
take another 217 years to close the economic gender gap which includes wage parity and
labour market participation.45 This timeframe for closing the economic gap for women
around the world is unacceptable. Women are entitled to realize pay equity now as it is a
fundamental human right. It is therefore essential that nations take immediate action so
that women across the world may benefit from this fundamental right.
Clearly, it is not just women that benefit from pay equity. Paying women the full value of
the worth of their work also benefits society and the nation as a whole. Pay equity is a
key economic driver and countries benefit financially by ensuring that pay equity is
achieved within their borders. For example, it has been estimated that Canada lost $125
billion in potential income as a result of unequal income and labour force participation in
2005.46 According to the World Economic Forum, “The most important determinant of a
countries’ competitiveness is its human talent – the skills, education, and productivity of
it’s workforce- and women account for one-half of the potential talent base throughout
the world”.47 Economies benefit from capitalizing on the skills and talents of women in
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the workforce and one way to encourage women to fully participate therein is to ensure
them pay equity.
Speaking on the economic advantages for striving to achieve pay equity, Christine
Lagarde, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund stated that,
“Equal pay and better economic opportunities for women boosts economic growthcreating a bigger pie for everyone to share, women and men alike. Better
opportunities for women also promote diversity and reduce economic inequality
around the world. It is an economic no-brainer”.48
Prime Minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau also placed emphasis on gender as a key to
economic growth while speaking in Toronto where he recently stated,
“Everyone’s wondering with an aging demographic, with challenges around global
growth, where are those next bits of growth coming from? Well, part of it comes
from going from 88 cents an hour on a man’s dollar in hourly wage… to a better
level”.49
Further speaking on the issue of pay equity he said, “It’s a fundamentally smart thing to
do. Much of Canada’s growth over the past few decades came from the entry into the
workplace of successful women.”50 These are wise words as it has been estimated in a
2016 study by Deloitte LLP for the provincial Ministry of Labour that the wage gap
represents $18 billion in annual “forgone income” in Ontario alone, which equates to 2.5
percent of the provinces GDP.51
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It is apparent that more needs to be done globally to address the issue of the gender wage
gap. This problem has existed for far too long and women should not have to wait
another 20 years to fix it, let alone the 217 years the Global Economic Forum estimates it
will take for economic parity with men. The gender wage gap is problematic on many
fronts. Pay equity is a fundamental human right and to pay women less than men for
work of the same value is devaluing and demeaning to the world’s female population. By
failing to take effective action to close gender wage gaps, countries are losing out on
economic gains, disenfranchising female citizens and perpetuating the systemic
discrimination that underlies gender pay discrimination. Further the gender wage gap is
directly contributing to the feminization of poverty. Poverty rates for women and children
have been increasing over the years.52 This is an alarming trend which is reflected in the
gender wage gap that results in poverty for women and their families and creates
economic insecurity.53

1.4 The Gender Wage Gap in Canada
The gender wage gap exists even in countries with a reputation for commitment to gender
equality, such as Canada.54 According to the 2017 ‘Global Gender Gap Index’, Canada
ranks as having the 46th narrowest gender wage gap on a list of 144 countries.55 This
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means that Canada has a gender pay disparity which is greater than at least 45 other
countries.56 In 2017 Statistics Canada reported that Canadian women earned
approximately 87 cents for every dollar earned by a man.57 Although this $0.13 wage
variance in pay between Canadian men and women may not seem like much of a
difference in pay at first glance, it adds up quickly. Logically, this wage disparity over the
span of a year, or over the course of a career could result in women earning hundreds or
even thousands of dollars less than a man, often within the same profession or job.
Further, this pay discrepancy undoubtedly results in substantial disparity between men
and women’s pensions, often greatly affecting their respective standard of living upon
retirement. This is because pension is calculated based on income history, therefore a
lower income would result in a lower pension58. Additionally, noting that women tend to
live longer than men it is apparent that women’s pension savings often need to stretch out
over a longer life span.
Canada’s poor performance at closing the gender wage gap appears perplexing when
considering how successful Canada has been in achieving advancements towards
women’s equality in related fields, such as an increased number of women entering
politics, higher education, and the workforce. For example, women now make up half of
the Cabinet in the Federal government and there seems to be an increase in Canadian
female politicians in general.59 Women also have an increased presence in the nation’s
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workforce and within Canadian post-secondary institutions as students. Women make up
approximately half of the Canadian workforce and compose at least 62% of University
students.60
The World Economic Forum, the same institution that ranked Canada at number 46
regarding the gender wage gap, has also ranked Canada at the highest ranking for
women’s educational attainment in comparison with men’s.61 The World Economic
Forum further stating that the educational attainment gap has been closed in Canada since
2013.62 Despite substantial time, energy and finance investments by women into their
education, data shows that women continue to earn less money than men in all
occupations, industries and education levels.63 Statistics Canada data shows that of 500
occupations tracked, women are paid less than men in 469 of them.64
According to 2016 data collected by the Ontario Equal Pay Coalition and the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives, women in Ontario earn 29.3% less than men.65 Women
also earn substantially less than men across the country on an estimated annual income,
with men earning an average of $51,900 and women earning $36,000 resulting in a
$15,900 annual pay gap between men and women.66 It has been estimated that women
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would have to work an additional three and a half months per year to earn the same as
men do in 12 months.67
Each of the foregoing statistics appear to be based on an unadjusted gender wage gap
calculation that fails to contemplate the difference in the number of hours worked
between men and women. This means that these gap calculations include all women,
including those who spend less hours in the workforce, often because they are taking care
of domestic and family duties at home. It is common knowledge that women take on a
larger burden of necessary household and childcare duties than men. It is unfair that
women often lose out significantly on income simply because a portion of their time
working is devoted to unpaid domestic home and care-giving work at home. This
caregiving work is arguably essential for not only living at an acceptable quality of home
life but also for sustaining life and raising future generations. Someone must take on this
important task and the duty often falls upon women.
The persistence of Canada’s gender wage gap contradicts the progress the country has
made in the political and educational realms as well as in the workforce. These statistics
are disappointing as they provide evidence that Canada still has a long way to go in order
to fully achieve gender equality. Narrowing the gender wage gap is an essential step in
meeting this goal.
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1.5 Some of the Factors that Contribute to the Gender Wage
Gap
There are multiple factors contributing to the gender wage gap, some of which are easily
identifiable and readily apparent, and others that are less apparent or more or indirect.
Women taking on fewer working hours such as part-time work to accommodate caregiving duties, or taking jobs requiring a low level of education, skills or training, are
examples of some of the easily identifiable, explainable factors that contribute to the gap.
However, even when we factor out each of these explainable causes for gender pay
inequality from a gender wage gap calculation, a considerable and persistent unexplained
portion of the wage gap persists.68 This unexplained factor, which is less obvious or easy
to directly identify is considered a manifestation of discrimination against women.69 This
thesis focuses specifically on the portion of the wage gap which can be directly attributed
to gender pay discrimination. Gender discrimination by employers is the targeted cause
because it is one specific area of the gap which the law can assist in resolving.
Although this thesis specifically targets the gender discrimination component of the
gender wage gap, it is important to also recognize that the wage gap is caused by multiple
factors. Various social, economic, historical, political, cultural and other factors have
contributed to and perpetuated the gender inequality and discrimination that underlie the
gender wage gap. Therefore, in order to fully address the resulting systemic
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discrimination, progress is required through a variety of means, such as through gender
equality education. However, in this thesis, the ultimate goal is not to examine every
possible cause of the gender wage gap, nor every tool available or required to completely
close it. That would be an insurmountable task to achieve within the parameters of this
thesis project. Instead the goal of this thesis is to focus on one tool, the law, as a means to
narrow one distinct component of the gender wage gap, that being gender pay
discrimination.
As shall be discussed later in this Chapter, the law is a viable tool for closing the gender
wage gap as it serves as both a reflection of society’s values as well as a compelling force
to act in accordance with those values. However, in addition to examining how the law
can be used to address the discrimination component of the gender wage gap, it is also
important to discuss some of the other causes of the gender wage gap and related theories
to understand the complexity and magnitude of the problem.
The Human Capital Theory
In general, there are two primary theories forwarded by scholars as the cause of the
gender pay gap, the human capital theory and the dual labour market theory. The first
theory is the human capital theory, which assumes that wage differences between men
and women in a competitive market system reflect differences in worker characteristics
known as human capital. According to this theory, women earn less because they have
less education, skill and experience and tend to work less hours and participate for a
shorter period in the workface than men.70
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Although it is true that a portion of the gender wage gap is attributable to certain human
capital characteristics, such as many women working less hours than men or taking more
time out of the workforce to care for the family, this factor accounts for only a portion of
the gap. Other factors, such as gender segregation of the marketplace and discrimination
also account for a portion of the wage gap, among others. The human capital theory
therefore is only able to explain the gender gap in part and it is apparent that other factors
are also responsible.
Further an important issue that arises when considering the human capital theory is that it
highlights one of the ways in which discrimination is at play with the gender wage gap.
The theory highlights common assumptions and stereotypes that are made within society
and by employers about women. For example, there are common stereotypes that women
often forgo education and tend to caregiving and cleaning duties in the home instead.
However, such stereotypes are often incorrect. Not all women lack higher or specific
types of education, or take extended time out of the workforce to have a family or work
part time to care for the home.71 Rather, this is an example of gender discrimination
which leads to lower wages for women. Some employers assume that women lack the
level of skill or education achieved by their male counterparts. Others predict that women
are not ideal job candidates because they will likely take time of work to have children
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and put in less hours at work thereafter to raise them. It is these types of misconceptions
and stereotypes which lead some employers to hire men rather than women or pay men
more than women because they determine female employees are less committed to their
jobs and therefore perform less valuable work.
Another phenomenon that is fueled by this type of employer stereotyping is called the
“mommy tax”, where employed mothers have lower incomes than women without
children.72 This phenomenon is fueled by employer stereotypes that women with children
are less committed to their work than childless women.73 This is an assumption and
resulting wage penalty that is not typically faced by men, which is another contributing
factor to the gender wage gap. In contrast, men sometimes receive an increase in wages
when they become fathers.74
Dual Labour Market Theory
The second major theory explaining the gender wage gap is the dual labour market
theory, which understands the labour market as having two sectors, a primary and
secondary market.75 The primary labour market, which offers higher stability, wages,
benefits and advancement opportunity is one that tends to employ men.76 Whereas,
women and minorities tend to be employed in the secondary market, which offers less job
stability, lower wages and benefits or opportunity for advancements.77 This gender
segregation of the labour market is a large contributor to the gap.78 Moreover, this type of
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segregation is caused by historical discrimination against women in the job market.79
Therefore, achieving employment equity for women, a topic which will be discussed
throughout this thesis, becomes an important goal. Employment equity is touched upon
briefly alongside the focus of this thesis, that being wage equity for men and women.
Further to the dual labour market theory, female-dominated jobs, such as receptionist
work and care-giving positions, tend to pay less than male-dominated jobs.80 This is an
example of institutionalized discrimination, which occurs when structural patterns in
society result in women being excluded from certain types of jobs.81 Despite some
occupations becoming more integrated in recent years, female dominated occupations
continue to exist.82 For example, in 2009, one fifth of all women were employed in the
following five occupations: receptionist, registered nurse, nurse’s aide, elementary school
teacher and cashier.83
Female workers also continue to dominate the lower paying occupations. For instance, in
2016, two thirds of women and less than one third of men, were employed in the
following lower paying occupations: administrative, office support, education, health
services and sales and services.84 This segregation of work creates a situation where
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society loses out on the ambitions and talents of men and women who would be wellsuited to take on employment roles traditionally filled by workers of the opposite sex.85
According to the Institute for Women’s Policy Research, some low paying jobs pay less
than comparable jobs because they are filled by women, not simply because women are
attracted to low paying jobs.86 Women’s segregated work is paid less then men’s work in
general providing evidence of systemic undervaluation of women’s work.87 Women’s
work such as childcare and other care-giving positions tend to be undervalued, while the
“dirty” jobs and other “important” work performed by men are awarded higher pay.88
Research also shows that men who work in female-dominated jobs tend to get on a
“glass-escalator”, receiving promotions and increased pay faster than women.89 This
information further supports the notion that a given job is low paying because women fill
those positions, not because the job itself is low paying.90
Yet, even when women elevate themselves with higher education so that they are able to
work in higher-paying traditionally-male jobs, they are still paid less than men. Despite
women becoming more educated, this did not directly result in pay equity postgraduation. A gender gap remains for women in male-dominated jobs especially a few
years post-graduation. For example, a Canadian study performed on graduates with
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bachelor degrees from seven universities, found that men earned $2,800 more than
women one year after graduation and then earned $27,300 more than women eight years
later.91 The largest pay differences were found to be in the traditionally male job fields of
engineering and business.92 It was determined that explainable factors such as women
taking on less working hours to dedicate more time to family care explain part of the
wage difference but it also pointed to labour market discrimination as a likely key
contributor as well.93 Some instances of labour discrimination that female graduates
would face in these types of male-dominated jobs include: being cut from leadership
positons, or key assignment positons, or certain field locations, due to stereotypical
preconceived notions by employers.94
The labour market theory, much like the human capital theory highlights another way in
which gender discrimination underlies explainable causes of the wage gap, that being the
gendered segregation of the labour market. Despite each these two major theories
explaining the wage gap in part, neither of these two theories alone provide sufficient
explanation for the entirety of the gap. It is not merely individual factors described by the
human capital theory that created the gap. Nor is it the gender segregation of the dual
labour market theory alone which caused the gap. A large portion of the gap is still
unexplained by these theories and can be directly attributed to prevalent patterns of
discrimination against women.95 Ultimately, systemic and longstanding gender
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discrimination which has been engrained in society is the most difficult barrier to closing
the gap.96
One way of effectively dealing with discrimination is through the law. Legal reform is
one viable way to address the portion of the gender wage gap which has been caused by
gender discrimination and what has led me to prepare this thesis on how legal reform can
help further achieve pay equity for women.
Intersectionality
To further complicate matters, there is another factor which has an effect on the gender
wage gap, that being intersectionality. Higher pay gaps exist for women who face
multiple forms of discrimination.97 In addition to sex, racialized women, immigrants,
aboriginal women and women with disabilities are often discriminated against on
multiple fronts and suffer from higher pay gaps.98 This double or triple-fold
discrimination faced by these women make them particularly vulnerable to receiving
lesser wages than their male counterparts for comparable work leaving these women
highly susceptible to economic disadvantage.

1.6 Critiques of the Gender Wage Gap and Discrimination
Critics of the existence of the gender wage gap say that gender-based inequalities are due
to individual choice rather than discrimination.99 However, this argument fails in two
parts. First, this positon fails to account for the portion of the gap that cannot be
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explained by human capital or the gendered segregation of labour. Further the position
that the gender wage gap is caused solely by women’s choices and has nothing to do with
discrimination is both presumptuous and incorrect.
The idea of “choice” in this context, “ignores the structural divisions in society that
discriminate against the potential for equal opportunity”.100 These “choices” include
women choosing to work less hours outside the home to care for children or the home.
But in reality, this is not always a choice in the true sense of the word. In order to raise a
family or even a single occupant home, somebody will be tasked with domestic duties to
keep the home maintained and the family and children cared for. It is common
knowledge that women are often, although not always, the first people we see step into
these care-giving and household duty roles. Part of the reason we see so many women
taking on this type of unpaid domestic work is because of deeply-engrained gender
stereotypes such as seeing the women as the mother who takes care of the home and the
man as the father who works to take care of the family financially. These stereotypes are
at the root of the gender discrimination at play which may be seen to have countered the
element of “choice” these women had in choosing such roles in the first place.
These presumed “choices” also include women choosing to take on female-dominated
jobs that pay less than men, and taking educational paths that tend to lead to femaledominated jobs101. However, discrimination may very well play into these “choices” as
The New Brunswick Advisory Council on the Status of Women, “The Pay Gap: Causes, Consequences
and Actions”, (A working paper, Moncton New Brunswick, May 1996) at 8.
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well. “It is not clear how much of “choice” is the result of past discrimination which has
kept women from obtaining the necessary qualifications and support to compete in
traditionally male occupations”.102 For instance, young girls and women do not make
choices about where to attend school and where to work in a vacuum.103 They make such
decisions under the influence of teachers, parents and other members of society and
cultural norms strongly advising them as to which subjects to study and which careers are
acceptable.104
It is not uncommon for females to be drawn to subjects and careers in the social sciences
and arts, and for men to find themselves in more technical, science or mathematical
courses and related occupations. To illustrate, two thirds of Canadian post-secondary
graduates in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) are men, whereas
Canadian women make up three quarters of health care and education graduates.105
Although natural ability may play a part in such decisions, it is fair to assume that gender
role norms and external societal influences have also played a part in leading males and
females towards these different paths. Stereotypes that women are better suited for school
courses and jobs related to care-giving and that men are better at classes and jobs
involving technology related skills, engineering, and mathematics are still common in
society today. For example, a 2016 research study suggests that stereotypes, although
often inaccurate continue to drive females away from taking courses in STEM fields.106
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These self-perpetuating stereotypes can be seen as a form of discrimination that underlies
even the seemingly explainable factors of the gender wage gap.

1.7 How Legal Reform can Narrow the Gender Wage Gap
Legal reform is obviously not the only way to try and fix the wage gap, nor will law
reform alone completely resolve the problem. However, law is an essential tool which
must be utilized in order to reach the goal of closing the gap. The law can be considered a
reflection of the norms which are valued within a society. Strengthening and increasing
the implementation of pay equity laws across Canadian jurisdictions is a way to affirm
and reinforce Canada’s commitment to achieving gender equality. The law also serves as
a tool to persuade action and compel compliance. Employers would be more motivated to
ensure they are paying male and female employees fairly if they were compelled to do so
under the law.
As the Honourable Justice Abella, of the Supreme Court of Canada, stated in her Royal
Commission Report on equality in employment, “To ensure freedom from discrimination
requires government intervention through law. It is not a question of whether we need
regulation in this area, but of where and how we apply it”.107 The law therefore serves a
vital role in defeating gender pay discrimination in Canada and is an essential tool for
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eliminating pay disparity between men and women. This is because as previously
discussed, pay inequity is in part caused by discrimination.
Gender discrimination underlies the gender stereotypes and roles which keep women in
the home more and training for and working in specific types of jobs, which are issues
that law alone may not best be suited for. However, the law is suited for the type of
discrimination women face from employers who have internalized those same gender
stereotypes and roles and as a result pay women less than men for the same job or for
jobs of the same value. In Chapter 2, this thesis will discuss how Canada has used the law
to deal with gender pay discrimination in the past, how the law is presently used and how
such laws need to be refocused to more effectively help narrow the gender wage gap in
the future.

1.8 The Value of Supportive Policies and Programs in
Addition to Legislation
Although this thesis specifically targets legislation and legislative reform as a means to
narrow the pay disparity between men and women, it is important to note that legal
reform alone would not be as effective as it could be with broader policy reform.
Accordingly, in addition to ensuring that laws that promote gender pay equity are in
place, it is essential that supportive policies and programs are developed alongside them.
According to the Status of Women Canada (SWC),
“in order to address the inequality between men and women requires a dual
approach: developing policies, programs and legislation that are women-specific as
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well ensuring that legislation, programs and policies that are not specifically
targeted for women do not maintain or exasperate the equality gap.”108
This first stage of this process, includes not only developing legislation to deal with
discrimination and pay equity but also a broad range of work-life policies, such as paid
family, medical leave, and sick days and affordable child care.109 Government subsidized
childcare programs would benefit many women by enabling them to work outside of the
home. The high cost of daycare may make it inaccessible to low income women with
children. It may not make financial sense for some women to work outside of the home if
their employment income fails to pay for the cost of childcare. Women could also benefit
from more supportive breast-feeding policies at work, encouraging them to work by
enabling them to breastfeed or pump milk for their babies while outside the home. These
and other policy and program decisions should be implemented alongside the legislative
reforms suggested in this thesis to help women achieve gender equality and pay equity
and ultimately narrow the gender pay gap.
The second stage of this approach, that of “ensuring that the legislation, programs and
policies do not perpetuate or increase the equality gap”, is a process called, “genderbased analysis”110. Using a gender-based analysis is useful in assisting governments in
the creation of a gender budget. A gender budget is one that accounts for both direct and
indirect effects of government allocations of resources on both men and women.111 It is
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imperative that governments are aware of how their budgeting decisions effect women
specifically. This is because budgets, although they may not specifically mention men or
women are not gender neutral, but they are rather gender blind.112
Gender blind budgets ignore the fact that budgeting decisions have a different effect on
men than they do on women often because women often have different roles and
responsibilities than men.113 For example, women tend to take on the majority of unpaid
work, such as family and home care duties and therefore fall into a lower income bracket
than men. This is something that a government should take into account when budgeting
and setting income tax reductions.114 When setting tax brackets, governments should be
cognisant of the fact that the majority of the lowest income earners will not only be
women, but often women with children and single mothers who are not always
financially able to work and earn comparable income to men. Therefore, governments
need to also be fully conscious of the effects their budgets have on women as, “A budget
is the most comprehensive statement that a government makes in regards to social and
economic plans and priorities.115 As shall be discussed in Chapter 4, the Canadian
Federal government’s 2018 budget is an inspiring example of a gender budget that
specifically focuses on gender equality including progressive steps to narrow the gender
wage gap.
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1.9) Conclusion
Chapter 1 explained that the wage gap is an unfortunate and dangerous phenomenon that
even exists in some of the wealthiest and most human rights focused countries around the
world, such as Canada. Women continue to be paid less than men for performing the
same job or for jobs with an equivalent value, meaning jobs having the same level of
skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions as those performed by men. It was
determined that the gender wage gap problem is longstanding and persistent and has led
to the feminization of poverty which negatively effects women, families and the
economy. The many factors responsible for the existence and perpetuation of the wage
gap were discussed alongside a variety of methods which would be required to close the
gap. It was shown that the law is one tool which can be used to help narrow the portion of
the gender wage gap that is attributed to discrimination.
It is apparent that the gender wage gap is a problem in Canada. One of the contributors to
the wage gap is gender discrimination which is one causation the law can effectively
address. Chapter 2 will focus on how Canada is obliged to use the law to reach pay equity
and an exploration of the historical evolution of equal pay law, from the human rights
complaints-based legal model to the creation of more proactive pay equity legislation
which shifts the burden of ensuring pay equity from the complainant onto the employer.
Chapter 2 will discuss how Canada has used the law in the past to deal with the issue of
gender pay inequality and how it has impacted the gender wage gap.
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CHAPTER 2
2.

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS AND THE

EVOLUTION OF CANADIAN PAY EQUITY LAW
The purpose of this second Chapter is to introduce Canada’s pay equity obligations
under International Law and how international and domestic principles and laws
evolved from pay equality to pay equity. There will be a discussion of the history
and evolution of relevant Canadian legislation that deals with gender based pay
discrimination and pay equity including previous influential investigative reports
calling for law reform. It will become apparent that many of the recommended
reforms involve the implementation of more proactive laws such as those found in
free-standing pay equity legislation to decrease gender pay discrimination and
narrow the nation’s gender wage gap.

2.1 Canada’s Gender Pay Equity Obligations under
International Law
Canada has ratified several international human rights instruments related to pay equity.
These instruments require participating governments to acknowledge the reality that
women face systemic discrimination that results in, among other things, poor women and
an impoverished society as a whole.116 The instruments then obligate signing
governments, employers and civil society to commit to the goal of taking action to realize
substantive pay equity.117 Under such laws, the government is required to “adopt all
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necessary measures” to eradicate discrimination by any person, enterprise or organization
to meet these ends.118
The first instruments of gender pay equality and pay equity which Canada committed to
were not domestic laws but instruments of international law. Pay equity, is a fundamental
human right recognized by international law.119 Canada is bound by a number of
international instruments to promote and ensure pay equity and more specifically, gender
pay equity, through the implementation of relevant domestic law. Pay equity was one of
the first formally codified rights in international law and one of the nine founding
principles of the 1919 International Labour Organization.120
Although the earliest international instruments Canada ratified fell short of guaranteeing
women pay equity in the conventional sense, that being equal pay for work of equal
value, they were still valuable historical steps in the path to pay equity. For example,
Canada signed the 1948 proclaimed Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),
which only guaranteed the right to equal pay for equal work, however the UDHR also
referred to gender discrimination throughout.121 The UDHR was still a valuable step in
history for pay equity, as it paved the way for later conventions and treaties which
extended the guarantee of equal pay for equal work to a guarantee of equal pay for work
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of equal value. On the domestic level, the UDHR has also been referenced as the
instrument which stemmed Canadian human rights laws.122
After the UDHR, Canada ratified the International Bill of Rights in 1976, which contains
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).123 This
multinational treaty which was adopted by the UN General Assembly, guarantees
everyone the right to equal remuneration for work of equal value. Canada also ratified
Article 2 of the Equal Remuneration Convention (ILO No.100) in 1972, which requires
signing members to take specific measures, such as enacting laws to “promote […] and
ensure the applications to all workers of the principle of equal remuneration for men and
women workers for work of equal value.”124 Given the fact that 173 countries ratified this
Convention, it is fair to say that pay equity, including gender pay equity, has gained
general acceptance to a level that can be considered customary international law.125
In 1981, Canada signed The Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW), which requires government members to implement positive
measures to remedy the historical oppression of women. Further, CEDAW recognizes
women’s “right to equal remuneration including benefits and equal treatment in respect
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of work of equal value, as well as equality of treatment in the evaluation of quality of
work”.126 There are also a variety of other similar international treaties and other
instruments that directly relate to pay equity for men and women, which Canada has
ratified.
International human rights instruments have become increasingly specific in directives
for action that are to be implemented by signing states. For instance, Canada has
committed itself to the following principles which must be adhered to in domestic pay
equity legislation.127 The first principle is that pay equity is a fundamental human right
for women and it is essential that governments prioritize the goal of reaching pay
equity.128 Governments must also recognize that sex-based discrimination is systemic and
therefore addressing the problem requires transformative remedies that go beyond the
present laws.129 Progression to transformative remedies requires adherence to the
principal of “equal pay for work of equal value” and job neutral comparisons of jobs held
by men and women is necessary in order to move beyond non-discriminatory wages.130
The previously accepted principle of “equal pay for equal work” is not enough as it fails
to recognize that many jobs held by females involve the same level of skill, effort,
responsibility and similar working conditions to higher paying jobs held by men.
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Further governments need to accept the principle that they have a duty to eradicate
gender pay discrimination by taking active steps to strengthen and enact effective
legislation.131 The most effective legislation being proactive as opposed to complaints
based, which is a topic that will be discussed in detail throughout this chapter. Finally,
governments must agree to create effective enforcement mechanisms including legal aid,
reporting and follow-ups.132 This is essential to ensure that the laws enacted are complied
with by employers. Some new laws that deal effectively with this matter are pay
transparency laws which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
In signing these and other international instruments that deal with pay equity, the
Canadian government has formally bound itself to the commitment of taking proactive
steps to reach the principles, values, and goals mentioned therein. The government has a
legal obligation to not only enact effective pay equity law but also to implement effective
mechanisms to enforce the laws and insure compliance with international and national
labour and employment law standards. The Canadian government acknowledged and
proclaimed their duty to fulfill their agreements made under international law, in The
Federal Plan for Gender Equality (the Federal Plan).133
As part of the Federal Plan, the government acknowledged that many women were
experiencing unequal pay for work of equal value and utilized a gender based analysis in
response as a way to address discrimination against women.134 Gender analysis is built on
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the notion that policy and social context are inseparable, as are social and economic
issues.135 Therefore social impact analysis, including gender analysis are an integral part
of good policy analysis that should not be considered as a secondary consideration made
only after costs and benefits have been assessed.136 Under the Federal Plan, the
government mandated that legislators apply a gender-based policy analysis at each stage
of the legislative process.137 This means that through the gender equality policy analysis
process, legislators must consider how their policy decisions effect women and women’s
equality specifically. The federal government has committed to the objective of
implementing gender based analysis throughout Federal departments and agencies,
thereby implementing a systemic process to guide and inform future federal policies and
legislation by assessing differential impact on men and women.138 One of the goals of the
Federal Plan was to improve autonomy and economic standing for women in Canada.139
Gender budgeting is one way to further these goals for Canadian women. Chapter 4 will
discuss the 2018 federal budget, which was crafted using gender budgeting as a way to
improve gender equality and pay equity.
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2.2 Evolution of the Principle of Equal Pay for Equal Work, to
Pay Equity
As discussed in Chapter 1, pay equity goes beyond the concept of equal pay. Gender pay
equity specifically requires that equal pay be given to men and women for both equal
work and also for work of equal value or comparable worth.140 In other words, to achieve
pay equity, women are to be paid the same as men not only for identical work, but also
for jobs considered to be of equal value or worth. It is essential to understand the
difference between the two terms and that true pay equity goes beyond simply equal pay
for equal work.
Over time, Canadian principles, values, and laws have shifted from supporting only pay
equality, to specifically embracing pay equity. In the first half of the twentieth century,
the focus of gender pay inequality and the accompanying legislation of the time was on
employers who paid women less than men for the exact same job.141 Up until that time,
justification for paying women less than men was based on the notion that society saw
men as breadwinners who required higher pay to support their families.142 Accordingly,
women were paid less than men for the same jobs as their work was considered less
valuable and it was presumed that they would be taken care of financially by their
husbands or fathers. Further, women’s work was seen as less valuable and women in the
workforce were considered a threat to those vital jobs which should be filled by husbands
and fathers.143
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By mid-century there was a shift in focus from equal pay for equal work to equal pay for
work of equal value, when it became apparent that the principle of equal pay for equal
work failed to capture the systemic aspect involved in wage discrimination.144 In contrast,
the principle of equal pay for work of equal value forced recognition of the fact that
women and men are often segregated into different jobs. For example, administrative
assistant positions are often filled by women whereas mechanic jobs are usually men.
Although the cause of why many jobs have become gender specific goes beyond the
scope of this thesis, it seems logical to assume that such values have been systemically
engrained in society for many years starting in early childhood at home, in society, and in
the schools. In moving from a principle of equal pay for equal work to one
acknowledging equal pay for work of equal value, analysis is required as to what each job
entails before it can be determined that certain jobs are being given a lower value because
they are performed by a woman.145
Much of the credit for this transition to the principle of work of equal value in Canada,
can be attributed to the guidance given by relevant international law. This is an admirable
progressive theoretical shift which has slowly taken place across the country over time.
However, despite this promising theoretical advancement, achieving pay equity on the
ground level in practice has not yet been realized which is evidenced in the fact that the
gender wage gap persists.
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2.3 Early Canadian Pay Equality Legislation
Equal pay legislation has been enacted in various Canadian jurisdictions since the 1950s.
However, these laws did little to further advance women’s pay equality because they
were primarily focused on the principle of equal pay for equal work. For example, the
Ontario Female Employee’s Fair Remuneration Act, which was brought into force in
1951, was heavily influenced by the UDHR.146 The Ontario Female Employee’s Fair
Remuneration Act stated,
“No employer and no person acting on his behalf shall discriminate between his
male and female employees by paying a female employee at a rate of pay less than
the rate of pay paid to a male employee employed by him for the same work done
in the same establishment”.147
Clearly, this Act did not extend equal pay to work of equal value and it was described by
women’s committees as, “a toothless ghost of a real equal pay bill.”148 The Act’s failings
can be attributed at least in part, to the fact that comparisons were only to be made
between men and female jobs that were exactly the same.149 This narrow application
made it nearly impossible to find jobs that were identical in every task.150 Although over
a hundred complaints were filed pursuant to employers’ contravention of the Act, there
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were virtually no successful outcomes for female applicants, despite the existence of
obvious wage gaps.151
Regardless of its apparent shortcomings, the Female Employee’s Fair Remuneration Act
still proved to be a historically significant piece of legislation, inspiring the creation of
similar yet more advanced legal instruments. Shortly after Ontario introduced their
Female Employee’s Fair Remuneration Act, many other provinces followed suit with
similar legislation in the 1950’s and early 1960’s.152 The legislation related to equal pay
for men and women during this timeframe marked a shift from equal pay for equal work
to equal pay for “substantially similar” work.153
Real progress in addressing gender wage inequalities in the nation did not begin until
legislation began to extend pay equality legislation to include principles of equal pay for
work of equal value, otherwise known as pay equity. This transformation of the view of
pay equity occurred alongside the development of human rights legislation in Canada
which began in the 1970’s. It was at this time that gender pay equity became accepted as
a human right and legal reform was implemented to further such rights, namely through
the creation of human rights legislation.

2.4 Canadian Human Rights Legislation and Pay
Discrimination Based on Gender
The principle of equal pay for work of equal value first made its way into Canadian law
through human rights legislation, as opposed to labour or employment law. Many
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provinces enacted human rights legislation in the 1960’s and early 1970’s.154 However,
the earliest domestic Act to specifically encompass the equal value perspective of pay
equity was the Quebec, Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms [Quebec Charter] in
1975.155 Under the Quebec Charter s.19, “Every employer must, without discrimination
(including discrimination based on sex), grant equal salary or wages to the members of
his personnel, who perform equivalent work at the same place”.156 This section of the
Quebec Charter was a significant first step in legislating equal value pay equity as
fundamental human right in Canada, which inspired similar provisions in federal
legislation shortly after.
By including pay equity in human rights legislation, the principle of equal pay for work
of similar value was placed in the legal framework of fundamental rights, rather than
being dealt with as a regular employment issue.157 This decision reflects the importance
of striving to achieve pay equity in society, in an attempt to satisfy the goals and intents
Canada committed to under international law.
In 1977, Canada created domestic obligations in the federal sphere to furthering pay
equity by enacting the Canadian Human Rights Act [CHRA].158 Section 11 of the CHRA
specifically governs pay equity, with section 11(1) stating that it is discriminatory for
employers to pay male and female employees in the same establishment a different wage
if they are performing work of equal value.159 This section of the CHRA clearly illustrates
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a legislative shift on the domestic level to a formal acceptance of the principle of equal
pay for equal work and for work of equal value. Section 11 of the CHRA was created in
response to recommendations made in a report prepared by the Royal Commission on the
Status of Women, chaired by Senator Florence Bird.160 Section 11(5) of the CHRA
further states, that “For greater clarity, sex does not constitute a reasonable factor
justifying a difference in wages”. Through s.11 of the CHRA, the government made it
clear that wage discrimination based on sex was prohibited. The CHRA is applicable to
employees under federal jurisdiction and is applicable to both the public sector and the
private sector that is regulated by the federal government.161
The Supreme Court of Canada has noted that human rights legislation, such as the CHRA,
is afforded quasi-constitutional status.162 In the case of Canada (Attorney General) v.
Mossop, the court stated, “[i]t is well established that human rights legislation has a
unique quasi-constitutional nature, and that it is to be given a large, purposive and liberal
interpretation.”163 This means that human rights laws prevail over regular legislation yet
fall just below the position of the Canadian Constitution Act of 1982, including the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms [Charter].164 This means that although human
rights laws prevail over provincial statutes, they are still subject to Charter provisions,
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such as section 15. Section 15 is the formal and substantive equality provision of the
Charter which states that,
“Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to equal
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular,
without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion,
sex, age, mental or physical disability”.165
The elevated legislative status of the CHRA, falling only below the Charter, can be
attributed to the fundamental character of the values expressed therein and the goals
sought to be implemented through human rights legislation.166 By specifically including
pay equity provisions in the CHRA, Canada formally acknowledged commitment to
attaining pay equity for women and the important nature of this goal.
Unfortunately, despite the promising nature of the CHRA and other domestic human
rights legislation existing in the 1970’s, little movement was made on the ground level to
actively shrink the wage gap between men and women. According to Professor Beth
Bilson, “Given the technical nature of issues surrounding pay equity, [..] the general
exhortation in s.11 to eliminate wage discrimination did not prove helpful to workers
wishing to put forward a claim.”167 The laws as they stood were not as effective as
anticipated and it was apparent that further investigation into where the legal system was
falling short, was required for further advancement.
There are a number of reasons as to why this legal framework, crafted in the 1970s has
failed to achieve success in furthering pay equity. One of the largest failings of human
rights legislation in the pay equity context lies in the fact that it establishes a complaints
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based system. Women wishing to bring forward a pay equity claim must take the
initiative to file a claim, have ample time and financing to see a claim through, endure the
stress associated with the claims process and at the same time risk their job security by
filing a human rights complaint. This is undoubtedly a deterrent for many women with
legitimate claims. Filing a human rights claim under Section 11 of the CHRA is not
feasible for the vast majority of federally regulated employees, who are deterred by the
financial and time costs associated with the complaint process involved under the human
rights model.168
However, it could be argued that the human rights law framework may be a more
effective avenue to peruse pay equity claims for employees with union representation as
opposed to non-union employees. A complainant with union representation would likely
have access to the financing, time and legal assistance required to successfully pursue a
gender discrimination claim under a human rights Act. In contrast, a non-unionized
employee could find it difficult if not impossible to find the time, knowledge and funding
required to further a similar human rights claim under the human rights model. Therefore
the system fails to provide meaningful access to many female employees with potentially
valid wage discrimination claims.
Canada has made progress in allocating remuneration for certain women in female
dominated jobs who were deemed to be underpaid for comparative value. However, most
of this progress under the human rights model seems to focus on women in professions
represented by unions, often falling in the public employment sector. The union focus of
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the complaints based human rights model is apparent from the case law. Courts and
tribunals have ordered remuneration for cases where it was determined that women in
primarily female occupations were underpaid for work of equal value to employees in
comparable male dominated jobs.
For instance, in the 1998 case of PSAC v. Treasury Board, where the complaint was filed
in 1983, the Human Rights Tribunal of Canada held that government employees in
traditionally female positions, such as secretaries, clerks, librarians and hospital workers,
were underpaid for work of equal value.169 The Treasury Board and the employees union,
PSAC, were ordered by the Tribunal to make wage adjustments which included lump
sum, benefits, promotion and overtime and old-age pension payments where
applicable.170 This is evidence that Canada has a rather expansive definition of the term
“remuneration”, which is ideal.
An expansive definition of remuneration is more appropriate than narrowing
remuneration to define salary or wages alone, because employment income alone is not
all that women miss out on when pay equity fails. For example, lower wages result in
lower pensions as well which is often the sole source of income for retired women.
Therefore an expansive definition of remuneration includes other incomes women are
entitled to such as pension. However, again the human rights tribunals tend to remedy
pay equity issues in a specific sector of the workforce, that being unionized women in the
public and often federal sector.
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Although the unions might be in a better position to bring forward and advance a pay
equity discrimination claim under human rights legislation, this model is still not the ideal
way to deal with pay equity matters. One reason it is not the best way to resolve pay
equity issues is the time required to see a claim through. To illustrate, in the case PSAC v.
Canada Post Corp, it took the Public Service Alliance of Canada thirty years to win its
pay equity case against federally regulated Canada Post on behalf of clerical workers.171
The complaint was made to the Canadian Human Rights Commission under the
Canadian Human Rights Act, to obtain equal pay for work of equal value for the
members of a female dominated Clerical and Regulatory Workers Group.172 The union
argued that the Clerical and Regulatory Worker’s Group was undervalued in comparison
to the male-dominated employees such as letter carriers handlers and sorters.173
The PSAC v. Canada Post case has a timeframe which extends over the course of three
decades from the date the complaint was filed until the date the complainants received
compensation174. The complaint was filed in 1983, the Commission didn’t investigate
until 1985, the case was referred to the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal in 1992, the
tribunal hearing took place in 1993, the Tribunal’s decision was released in 2005 which
was challenged by Canada Post the same year, the Supreme Court of Canada rules in
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PSAC’s favour in 2011, and then Canada Post and PSAC went back and forth with
negotiations and clarifications until a final agreement was finally reached in 2013
regarding principle and interest amounts owed to the Clerical and Regulatory Workers.175
In relation to the PSAC case, retired member of the Public Service Alliance of Canada,
Mary Swinemar stated,
“In 1989 the Pay Equity Study was finished and the findings were conclusive that
the Groups in the study were not being paid Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value.
Then came the Court challenges and delays, appeals by Treasury Board, etc., and
the years passed and settlement appeared to be farther and farther away. I kept
praying that I would live long enough to actually receive a settlement cheque.”176
At the end of the day, the human rights model is limited in relation to pay equity due to
its reactive and retrospective nature. Rather than taking a proactive approach to dealing
with gender pay disparity in the workplace, the human rights model retroactively deals
with the problem after the injustice occurred. That, combined with the rather complex,
costly, and time consuming litigation required to forward a claim under s.11, are all
plausible reasons for the Act’s failure to decrease gender wage discrimination in a
meaningful way.177 It is further important to note that unionized employees in female
dominated occupations tend to be significantly underpaid less often than non-unionized
employees.178 Yet unionized employees are in the best position to have the resources to
bring forward a wage discrimination claim and see it to completion.
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Regardless of the exact cause, it was apparent that Canada’s gender wage gap remained
stagnant, despite the wealth of pay equity laws at the time. Statistical data reported seven
years after the Human Rights Act passed, women’s average earnings across occupations
as a percentage of male average earnings, was between 46-68%.179 Therefore, further
investigation into the failings of the present legal system regarding pay equity in general
was required. This inquiry was eventually achieved soon after the Royal Commission on
Equality in Employment [Royal Commission] was created in 1983.180

2.5 Justice Abella’s Pay Equity Report: A Call for Legislative
Reform
In response to the slow progress made in narrowing the gender wage gap, Judge Rosalie
Silberman Abella was appointed to the Royal Commission to resolve the problem in
1983.181 Judge Abella (now known as Justice Abella) was tasked with finding the most
efficient, effective and equitable means of promoting employment opportunities for, and
eliminating systemic discrimination against four specific groups of minorities, including:
women, native people, disabled peoples and visible minorities.182 This resulted in the
creation of the, Equality in Employment: A Royal Commission Report, otherwise known
as the “Abella Report” which was published in 1984183.
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The Abella Report concluded that the voluntary measures adopted by some organizations
and existing legislation were insufficient for overcoming workplace discrimination in
Canada.184 Accordingly, the report recommended that all federally regulated employers
be required by legislation to implement employment equity.185 The Report also proposed
that the term, “employment equity” be adopted to describe programs of positive remedy
for workplace discrimination.186 The report made it clear that pay equity was an area that
employers were expected to adjust their practices to comply with legislation and that
employers were expected to report relevant employment equity data annually.187
The report specifically addressed pay equity, stating that equal pay for work of equal
value was an essential principle of employment equity and contract compliance.188. It
stressed that although the Canadian Human Rights Act specifically requires equal pay for
work of equal value, it only applies to federal employees, which only account for 11% of
the Canadian workforce.189 It was therefore apparent that more work was required to
ensure that pay equity reaches women and minorities in other employment sectors and
jurisdictions as well. The report further stated that the provinces were causing Canada to
fall short of meeting its international law obligations to reach pay equity because
provincial laws often fail to recognize equal pay for work of equal value.190
The recommendations set by the Abella Commission Report were a vast departure from
the thrust of the existing employment equity legislation at the time. Not only was there a
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more stringent duty on the employer to ensure appropriate measures were taken to satisfy
pay equity in the workplace, but there was a requirement for the implementation of
stronger, more specific legislation and monitoring. Perhaps the most valuable outcome of
the report was its call to shift employment equity laws from the complaints based,
reactive model, to a proactive model with oversight for compliance.
The Abella Report was an aspirational work with a wealth of progressive ideas which
appeared to give new life and hope to the prospect of eventually attaining substantial
equality in the workplace. Law could be seen as an effective and necessary tool of
positive transformation towards human equality, including gender equality. As Judge
Abella stated;
“It is not that the individuals in the designated groups are inherently unable to
achieve equality on their own, it is that the obstacles in their way are so formidable
and self-perpetuating that they cannot be overcome without intervention. It is both
intolerable and insensitive if we simply wait and hope that the barriers will
disappear with time. Equality in employment will not happen unless we make it
happen.191”
It was the honourable Justice Abella’s Report which served as the encouragement and
inspiration for a new type of law which were used to deal with the issue of pay
discrimination and the gender wage gap. Shortly after the release of her report, a wealth
of stand-alone pay equity legislation was created in various Canadian jurisdictions.
However, unfortunately, as we will see later in this thesis, not all domestic jurisdictions
followed suit.
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2.6 The Introduction of Canadian Pay Equity Legislation
Several legislative initiatives were taken in response to the recommendations made in the
Abella Report. For example, in 1986, the Canadian government passed the Employment
Equity Act.192 There were also advances made specific to pay equity in the revision of
the Equal Wage Guidelines in 1986 and with the introduction of stand-alone pay equity
legislation in select Canadian jurisdictions, which will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter.193
The Equal Wages Guidelines of 1986 were a useful tool in assisting employers and other
stakeholders determine work of equal value among employee job classes.194 The Equal
Wage Guidelines were established in 1978 but subsequently revised in 1982 and again in
1986.195 The last revision was made to assist employers in applying the principle of
equal pay for work of equal value as established in the CHRA.196 The revised guidelines
presented a process of assessment involving four comparison factors: skill, effort,
responsibility and working conditions.197 These factors were used in subsequent pay
equity legislative schemes to assist employers in comparing the value of female and male
jobs. In addition, they provide criteria for whether employees are a part of the same
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establishment, and list reasonable factors for a wage difference between female and maledominated groups of employees.198
The Abella Report also inspired the creation of pay equity legislation which has been
enacted among select Canadian jurisdictions, including Ontario’s Pay Equity Act of
1987.199 In general, pay equity legislation requires employers to establish male and
female job classes within their establishment, use a gender-neutral evaluation system to
compare the jobs using a points scale and compare the job classes to determine the value
of the work.200 This gender neutral evaluation is often based on the four factors as per the
Equal Wage Guidelines.201
Justice Abella made a clear call for a more proactive approach to legislation to deal with
pay equity. According to the Canadian Labour Congress,
“The pro-active approach covers all workers, recognizes that inequity in pay is systemic,
changes organizational structures, combines human rights with labour and human resource
plans, combines legislative direction, collective bargaining and enforcement with the
option of neutral adjudication of any dispute.”202
Pay equity legislation is a proactive way to deal with gender pay discrimination. Rather
than placing a duty on the employee to file a complaint, pay equity legislation requires
the employer to have a pay equity plan in place to ensure that pay equity is achieved
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within their place of employment. Under such pay equity plans, employers are to:
identify gender dominated jobs within their establishment; apply gender-neutral job
evaluations; determine the relationship between pay and the evaluation results; and adjust
pay accordingly for the female dominated jobs. This system is arguably a more effective
tool for dealing with the systemic nature of gender pay discrimination than that under the
complaints based human rights model. Such legislation can stop pay inequity before it
occurs.
Further, pay equity legislation is valuable in its ability to focus on job classes rather than
just the individual employee.203 This larger class focus can result in pay equity plans and
compensation rulings with wider applicability than would be offered by the complaints
based, human rights model.
The scope of pay equity legislation extends beyond previous laws which promoted equal
pay for “equal” or “substantially similar” by ensuring employees receive equal pay for
work of “equal value”. The “quantum leap” of pay equity is its ability to make wage
value comparisons across dissimilar occupational groups.204 This is a necessary step,
given women tend to occupy the lower wage occupations in an establishment. This crossoccupational comparison valuation expanded the previous scope of pay equity policies to
deal with the large portion of the wage gap that is attributed to women in the low wage
positions within organizations.
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2.7 The Task Force’s 2001 Review of the Federal Sector’s
Human Rights Model
Despite progress in many Canadian jurisdictions enacting pay equity legislation, the
Federal Government has continued to hold onto the CHRA as their primary method for
dealing with gender pay equity discrimination. However, it was apparent that the human
rights system in place for dealing with gender pay discrimination in the federal sector was
not as efficient and effective as it should be. In response, the Human Rights Commission
issued a 2001 report titled, ‘Time for Action: Special Report to Parliament on Pay
Equity’. The report pointed to the complaints based approach of human rights models as
the cause for the slow advancements of gender pay equity in Canada.205 The process was
criticized for requiring women to come forward to bring wage equity discrimination
claims under the legislation, thereby risking their jobs and livelihood.206 Further, the
legislation failed to adequately address systemic discrimination which has been
normalized in the workplace.207
The Special Report pointed out that employers were not required to take any pay equity
initiatives unless they were a specific target of a complaint.208 This resulted in little
motivation for employers to ensure that female employees were receiving fair pay to fully
compensate the value of their work. The resulting recommendation made by the Special
Report was to implement an even more proactive approach to achieve fair pay between
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men and women, including the implementation of an independent pay equity body to
oversee implementation of pay equity as a principle of fundamental human rights.209
In response to the Human Rights Commission’s ‘Time for Action’ Report in 2001,
Canada implemented a federal Pay Equity Task Force to review s.11 of the CHRA and
how it functions in order to make recommendations on how the federal pay equity
framework could be improved.210 Among other things, the Task Force was mandated to
carry out a variety of functions, including: surveying and analyzing pay equity legislation
within and outside of Canada; examining best practice models for implementation of
legislation; considering experiences of relevant stakeholders, structures and institutions;
assessing job evaluation and wage adjustment methodologies; and making
recommendations for improving pay equity legislation.211
Upon completion of the investigation, the Task Force reported their findings in a report
which was published in 2004 called “Pay Equity, a New Approach to a Fundamental
Right”.212 The Task Force determined that the various stakeholders in the public and
private federal sectors including employers and employees, expressed acceptance for the
principle of equal pay for work of equal value as a fundamental human right, and that
employers were obligated by a positive duty to identify and eradicate discriminatory
practices.213 They further determined that the stakeholders were not satisfied with the
CHRA system pursuant to s.11, as it was an insufficient vehicle for eliminating wage
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discrimination.214 Specific complaints about the human rights system revealed that it was
costly and punishing experience.215 These results were not surprising, as complaintsbased systems have commonly been characterized as unsuited for dealing with pay equity
claims. This is due, in part to the technical nature of the issues related to pay equity
including the calculation of wage adjustments, job evaluation methodologies assessment
and extent of occupational segregation, that make it complex and difficult for individuals
and some unions to pursue claims.216
After the conclusion of their comprehensive study and report, the Task Force made a
number of recommendations for achieving pay equity for federal employees. This
included a call for the creation of a stand-alone pay equity legislation and a more
proactive model.217 It concluded that, "the most effective way of addressing the problem
of wage discrimination is through a separate pay equity statute that can provide the
specialized technical framework required”.218 Although the federal government
responded that the recommendations made by the task force failed to provide an adequate
blueprint for implementing pay equity for federally regulated employees, the
recommendations were considered extensively in the work leading to the creation of the
Public Sector Equitable Compensation Act (PSECA) governing unions.219
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Over a decade since the Pay Equity Task Force submitted their final report, the wage gap
persists in the public and private sectors and in provincially and federally regulated
workplaces. Again the slow pace of the movement towards shrinking the wage gap led to
another comprehensive report. In 2016 the Special Commission on Pay Equity, prepared
a report entitled, ‘It’s Time to Act’.220 The report made familiar recommendations which
called for the creation of proactive pay equity legislation for federally regulated
employers, crown corporations and federally regulated companies with 15 or more
employees.221 In response to the “It’s Time to Act” report, the Canadian Government
issued a response stating that it is committed to developing proactive federal pay equity
legislation and that it strongly believes in equal pay for work of equal value and the fair
treatment of all employees regardless of gender.222 However, as will be discussed in
Chapter 3, we have yet to see this proactive pay equity legislation in the federal sector
approximately two years later.

2.8 Conclusion
This second chapter addressed Canada’s legal obligations under international law such as
the ILO No. 100 and CEDAW to ensure that the Canadian government was taking all
reasonable steps to achieve pay equity between men and women. Canada has made some
major strides towards meeting these obligations, starting with enacting legislation that
enshrined the principle of equal pay for work of equal value such as human rights
legislation. Investigations and reports by pay equity commissions into the progress of the
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laws and legal models, such as the Abella Report, have also been valuable in identifying
areas of the law and legal system requiring improvement and reform. One of the most
inspiring outcomes of these reports was the call for widespread freestanding pay equity
legislation which takes a proactive approach to ensuring pay equity within their
businesses and organizations. The next chapter will discuss laws presently used in
various Canadian jurisdictions and their respective gender wage gaps.
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CHAPTER 3
3.

REVIEW AND COMPARISON OF PRESENT

CANADIAN PAY EQUITY LAWS AND GENDER WAGE
GAPS IN CANADIAN JURISDICTIONS
The purpose of this third chapter is to explore how various Canadian jurisdictions
presently use legislation to deal with gender pay discrimination and pay equity. Next
there will be a comparison of gender wage gaps between jurisdictions followed by an
examination of the interplay between the law and the wage gaps within specific
jurisdictions. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of some of the criticisms
and justifications for pay equity law followed by recommendations to expand and
strengthen such laws across the nation to decrease pay discrimination and in turn
narrow the gender gap.

3.1 Canadian Human Rights Law and Gender Pay
Discrimination Today
Every Canadian jurisdiction has enacted laws that deal with gender pay discrimination.
However, the primary type of law enacted to deal with the matter within Canadian
jurisdictions is found in human rights legislation. Human rights based models and
agencies to enforce the legislation exist in every Canadian jurisdiction on both the
Federal and Provincial levels.
The goal of human rights legislation is to prevent discrimination and provide a remedial
avenue for individuals or groups who have been discriminated against. This type of
legislation applies to discrimination in the workplace, schools, stores restaurants and
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housing and other businesses and services.223 All human rights legislation must comply
with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms of 1982 (the Charter), including
s.15(1) of the Charter, which guarantees every person the right to benefit from and
protection under the law without discrimination based on race, origin, colour, religion,
sex, or mental or physical disability.224 Section 15 of the Charter guarantees both formal
but also substantive equality.225 Further, these equal rights cannot be dismissed solely due
to cost or inconvenience, meaning a contravention of pay equity cannot be justified by
expense alone.226 Section 11(6) of the CHRA clarifies that an employer is prohibited from
reducing wages as a means to eliminate gender based wage discrimination.227 This is
important because otherwise employers may attempt to justify paying women less than
men for jobs of the same value because it would cause the business undue hardship due to
cost.228
In the context of gender pay discrimination, as mentioned in Chapter 2, human rights
legislation is used to prohibit discrimination by employers against female workers by
paying them less than male employees for the same work or for work of the same value.
For example, the federally applicable Canadian Human Rights Act (CHRA) states at
section 11(1) that,
“It is a discriminatory practice for an employer to establish or maintain differences
in wages between male and female employees employed in the same establishment
who are performing work of equal value”.229
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Section 11(2) of the CHRA, further clarifies that in order to determine if employees are
performing work of equal value, the following guidelines apply:
“In assessing the value of work performed by employees employed in the same
establishment, the criterion to be applied is the composite of the skill, effort and
responsibility required in the performance of the work and the conditions under
which the work is performed.230”
Another example of similar human rights legislation used to specifically address gender
wage discrimination is the Alberta Human Rights Act, which states in its equal pay
provisions at s.6(1), “Where employees of both sexes perform the same or substantially
similar work for an employer in an establishment the employer shall pay the employees
at the same rate of pay”.231 Further clarifying this at 6(2), stating that, “No employer shall
reduce the rate of pay of an employee in order to comply with this section.”232
It is interesting to note that human rights legislation dealing with gender pay
discrimination varies from one jurisdiction to the next, which may have some impact on
outcomes for female employees depending on where they live and whether or not they
work in a federal sector. For instance, section 6(1) of the Alberta legislation is
distinguishable from section 11(1) of the Canadian Human Rights Act in that it does not
speak of “work of equal value”, but instead references “the same or substantially the
same work”. Arguably the threshold for “substantially the same work” is a higher one
than the true pay equity standard “equal value”, in part because the term immediately
follows “the same […] work”. The term “substantially similar” sounds more analogous to
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“equal work” than it does to “work of equal value”. If this assessment of the terms is
correct, it may mean that women in Alberta who actually do work in a job that is
considered of equal value to a particular man’s job under the CHRC, is not substantially
similar enough to result in entitlement to equal pay.
The Prince Edward Island (PEI) Human Rights Act, uses other terminology in
section 7, which states,
“No employer or person acting on behalf of an employer shall discriminate
between his employees by paying one employee at a rate of pay less than the rate
of pay paid to another employee employed by him for substantially the same work,
the performance of which requires equal education, skill, experience, effort, and
responsibility and which is performed under similar working conditions…”233
Although the PEI Human Rights Act uses a term in the definition similar to Alberta’s
Human Rights Act in stating “similar work”, the section further requires that the four
“equal value” assessment factors be used to determine whether or not female and male
jobs are of equal value. This provides more clarity to the decision maker as to how to
assess whether or not male and female jobs are “substantially similar” when faced with a
gender pay discrimination claim. PEI’s standard is more akin to the relevant clause in the
CHRA than to the one in the Alberta’s Human Rights Act.
Human rights legislation can be a useful tool to deal with gender pay discrimination in
some cases. As previously discussed, this type of legislation is of particular assistance to
women who have the financial resources, time and knowledge required to take advantage
of the complaints based human rights system. Therefore most eligible candidates to
successfully use this model to obtain pay equity and recourse are women who have union
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representation234. Further, recognizing that there are differences in terminology and
assessment factors from one jurisdiction to the next, it is reasonable to assume that the
success of a woman’s pay discrimination claim may also depend upon which province
they reside within. Fortunately, in response to numerous calls for a more proactive and
effective form of legislation made by various pay equity commissions and task force
investigations and reports, a number of jurisdictions have gradually implemented
additional legislation to address the matter.
In addition to Human Rights Legislation, other legal tools have been implemented to deal
with gender based pay inequities such as free-standing pay equity legislation. However,
not every jurisdiction has enacted pay equity legislation. Instead, some provinces have
enacted similar policy or negotiating frameworks that cover pay-equity and one province
has enacted nothing.235

3.2 Pay Equity Laws across Canada
Pay equity legislation began to appear in Canadian jurisdictions in the 1980s.236 It is also
notable that a dramatic narrowing in the unexplained factors of the gender gap occurred
during this time.237 The 1980s was the decade that Canadian jurisdictions targeted pay
inequality for women as an issue requiring legal reform. Canadian jurisdictions
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responded by enacting human rights legislation, pay equity legislation, other policy
frameworks or a combination thereof.
For the jurisdictions that have enacted free-standing pay equity legislation, the specifics
of the laws vary across jurisdictions. Some of the most critical variations are in the
applicability of the law. Whether or not a female worker is protected by pay equity
legislation within a given province depends largely on the size of the business that
employs her and whether she works in the public or the private sector. In the next section
of this chapter, a variety of Canadian jurisdictions will be discussed along with some of
the different types of laws or policy frameworks they have enacted to deal with pay
equity in addition to their local human rights legislation. The selected jurisdictions will be
divided into four subsections, federal pay equity laws, jurisdictions with pay equity
legislation, jurisdictions with specific policy or frameworks, and jurisdictions with
neither pay equity legislation nor similar policies nor frameworks.

3.2.1 Federal Pay Equity Laws
Although the federal jurisdiction has not yet enacted a specific Pay Equity Act, pay
equity legislation for federally regulated employees specifically requires that women and
men within an establishment be paid the same for work of equal value. The applicable
federal laws are: Section 11 of the Canadian Human Rights Act (CHRA), the 1986 Equal
Wage Guidelines and the Canada Labour Code, Part III (3).238
As a brief recap, section 11 of the CHRA applies to every federal employer regardless of
how many employees they have and provides that it is discriminatory for an employer to
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pay different wages to men and women within the establishment who perform work of
equal value.239 The Canadian Human Rights Commission was created by the CHRA to,
among other things, receive discrimination complaints under the CHRA and administer
the relevant law.240 The 1986 Equal Wage Guidelines (The Guidelines) provide
information on how to apply s.11 of the CHRA using the four gender-neutral factors of:
skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions to assess the value of work and how to
determine female and male dominated jobs241. The Guidelines also list justifications for
allowable wage differences including: seniority, differences in performance ratings,
demotion, temporary or rehabilitative assignments, internal labour shortages, regional pay
rates and red-circling for re-evaluation.242 The CHRA and the accompanying Equal Wage
Guidelines were both mentioned previously in this thesis.
One federally applicable law governing issues of gender pay discrimination which was
not yet mentioned is section.249 of Part III of the Canada Labour Code (CLC). The CLC
bestows power upon Labour Program Inspectors to examine records of wages and collect
pay equity information.243 Inspectors are tasked with alerting the Canadian Human Rights
Commission (CHRC) to any issues of gender based pay discrimination so that the matter
may undergo a formal investigation for breach of the CHRA.244
Despite the three laws applicable to gender pay discrimination in the federal sector, the
federal system has yet to enact freestanding pay equity legislation. This is contrary to the
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recommendations of many pay equity studies of the legislation which have specifically
called for more proactive legislation such as those undertaken by the Pay Equity Task
Force. However, as will be discussed in the next chapter, the 2018 federal budget
includes funding allocated to introduce more proactive pay equity laws aimed to increase
pay equity and work towards closing the gender wage gap.245

3.2.2 Canadian Jurisdictions that have Enacted Pay
Equity Legislation
Manitoba was the first province to enact a proactive pay equity regime to replace the
human rights complaints based model in 1985.246 Following Manitoba’s lead, a number
of provinces followed suit, starting with Ontario in 1987, Prince Edward Island in 1988,
Nova Scotia in 1989, and Quebec in 1996.247 Most recently, New Brunswick replaced
earlier pay equity legislation from 1989 with the new Pay Equity Act, 2009.248 To date,
these six provinces are the only ones to have enacted free-standing pay equity legislation.
For the jurisdictions that have enacted pay equity legislation, the scope of applicability of
the statue varies greatly from one jurisdiction to the next. Pay equity legislation in some
jurisdictions only applies to employers in the public sector, whereas it applies to both
public and private sector employers in other jurisdictions. Narrowing applicability
further, whether or not a jurisdiction’s pay equity legislation applies to an employer also
depends on how many employees they have. As a result, the likelihood of whether or not
Canadian women achieves pay equity depends largely on a number of factors including:
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which province or territory she lives in, as well as what sector she works in and how large
the business is. If the goal is to ensure as many Canadian women reach pay equity as
possible, it would be ideal to have pay equity legislation that applies to as many
employers and female employees as possible. Discussion of the specific provinces that
have enacted pay equity legislation and key differences in the applicability of their
respective pay equity legislation, will be discussed in the following section of this
chapter.
Manitoba
As briefly mentioned, Manitoba was the first province to enact pay equity legislation with
the, Pay Equity Act in 1985.249 The Manitoba Pay Equity Act is very limited in its
applicability which, according to section 3 of the Act applies only to “(a) the Crown in
right of Manitoba, and (b) the civil service, every Crown entity and external agency.250
Further, the Act only applies when there are 10 or more “incumbents” in a female
dominated job class which is comprised of at least 70 percent female workers.251 This
means that only employers and employees in select areas of the public sector that have 10
or more employees in a female dominated job class, and no private sector employees or
employees are covered by pay equity legislation in Manitoba.
Prince Edward Island
Prince Edward Island’s (PEI) Pay Equity Act attempts to “achieve pay equity by
redressing systemic gender discrimination in wages paid for work performed by
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employees in female-dominated classes in the public sector252.” Therefore the Pay Equity
Act in PEI, applies to all employers and employees in the public sector and none from the
private sphere.
New Brunswick
New Brunswick’s Pay Equity Act, 2009, applies to employees employed in the public
service if the employer has 10 or more employees.253 Casting a slightly narrower
applicability net than PEI, in New Brunswick no private sector employers or small public
sector employers are subject to the legislation and therefore their employees do not
receive benefit of the legislation.
Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia’s Pay Equity Act applies to public sector employers of all sizes, much like
PEI’s legislation but goes a step further.254 The Act applies to the Civil Service, Crown
corporations, hospitals, education entities, universities, municipalities, municipal
enterprises and public-sector corporations and all of the employees there within the
foregoing sectors.255 Nova Scotia’s pay equity legislation therefore has a further reach
than some of the legislation enacted in other provinces, with the exception of Ontario and
Quebec.
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Ontario and Quebec
Next will be an exploration of details and key clauses that are typically found in pay
equity legislation. This will be illustrated by focusing on the Quebec and Ontario pay
equity acts, as they tend to be the most comprehensive and widely applicable pay equity
instruments in the country. In contrast to the provinces mentioned above, Ontario and
Quebec are the only two provinces in which pay equity legislation extends beyond the
public sector applying to the private sector employers and employees as well.256 In
Ontario employers with ten or more employees are subject to pay equity legislation and
are required to establish pay equity plans.257 Quebec employers with ten or more
employees are subject to provincial pay equity legislation and additionally, companies
with over 100 employees are required to establish pay equity committees and a pay
equity plan.258
Quebec
The Quebec Pay Equity Act of 1996, covers both the private and public sectors.259 This is
in addition to Quebec’s Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms (Quebec Charter),
which also prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender and employers must pay an
equal salary to employees performing equivalent work.260 The goal of the Quebec Pay
Equity Act is to redress compensation differences suffered by employees in
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predominantly female job classes due to systemic gender discrimination.261 The Act
applies to every employer with 10 or more employees and tasks employers with varying
obligations depending on how many employees they have.262 Employers with 100 or
more employees must create pay equity plans and set up a pay equity committee to
establish same.263 Employers with 50 to 99 employees must also set-up pay equity plans,
but are not required to establish a pay equity committee.264 Finally, employers with 10-49
employees are required to determine compensation adjustments required to ensure that
employees in predominantly female job classes receive equal pay for work of equal value
with employees in predominantly male job classes.265
Quebec’s Pay Equity Act also sets out a way to identify predominantly female and
predominantly male job classes as well as a way to determine value of work. In general,
positions held by employees that have similar responsibilities, qualifications and the same
rate or scale of compensation are to be grouped together in a job class.266 From there, a
job class is considered predominantly female or male if it is stereotypically associated
with men or women, 60% of or more of the class positions are held by employees of the
same sex, the difference between men or women in the job class and their rate of
workforce representation of the employer is significant, or the historical incumbency of
the job class in the enterprise shows that its predominantly male or female.267
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Quebec’s obligatory pay equity policy has been successful with several women in the
public sector, particularly those with union representation have received compensation
adjustments.268 The success of pay equity legislation in Quebec has resulted in a call for
similar legislation in the Federal system.269
To determine the value of work to establish comparable work, the method is to take the
following factors into account for each job class: required qualifications, responsibilities,
effort required, and the working conditions.270 These are similar to the four assessment
factors found in the Equal Wage Guidelines.271 From there the employer or pay equity
committee is to compare predominantly female job classes with predominantly male
classes to value the differences between them and make compensation adjustments to
eliminate differences in compensation as necessary to ensure equal pay for work of equal
value.272 The framework of this legislation is similar to the framework seen in other pay
equity Acts across the nation with some differences that set it apart from most, aside from
Ontario’s legislation.
Both the Quebec Pay Equity Act and the Ontario Pay Equity Act serve as excellent
examples of what effective pay equity legislation looks like. This is because they reach a
large number of employers and female employees and also because the reporting
requirements and process is tailor-made to meet the needs of employers of different sizes
so that they may better understand and meet their pay equity obligations therein.
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Ontario
Much like the Quebec Pay Equity Act, the Ontario Pay Equity Act applies to the public
sector and private sector employees who have 10 or more employees.273 All employers
with 10 or more employees must value and compare every female job class to male job
classes and then make necessary adjustments to achieve pay equity.274 Detailed pay
equity plans are mandatory for employers of 100 or more employees.275Also, similar to
Quebec’s Act, the purpose of Ontario’s Pay Equity Act is to redress systemic
discrimination in employment compensation for employees in female job classes.276 In
the Ontario Act, a female job class is defined as one where 60 percent or more of the
employees are female whereas a male job class requires 70 percent male employees.277
The reason for the 10 percent overlap of flexibility between the percentages is to prevent
employers from manipulating the workforce by hiring additional male employees to
avoid having 60 percent female employees.278 This is a difference between the Ontario
and the Quebec Act.
Akin to the Quebec Pay Equity Act, the Ontario Act sets out the four commonly used
factors for work value assessment: skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions.279
From there employers are to use the four factor gender neutral comparison method,
compare female and male job classes in the same establishment to determine whether or
not pay equity exists in each job class.280 Finally, in general, pay equity plans are to be
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established to account for the gender neutral value comparison method used, describe
which job classes require compensation adjustment and how this will be achieved to
reach pay equity.281 The creation of a Pay Equity Commission and Tribunal are mandated
by the legislation to hear, manage and enforce pay equity matters that arise.282
Complaints for non-compliance of the Act can be brought by employers or any
employees or their respective bargaining units to the Commission.283 A review officer
investigates the complaint and can disregard it, try and settle it between the parties or
forward the matter to a tribunal.284 Penalty for contravening or failing to comply with the
Act or an order thereunder, may result in a fine up t $5,000 for an individual, or up to
$50,000 in any other case.285
The Ontario Pay Equity Act is unique in scope in that it expands beyond equal pay for
work of equal value to proportionate pay for work of proportionate value when value
comparisons are not possible.286 In other words, proportionate pay for proportionate value
means that employees in female dominated jobs are entitled to pay proportionate to the
proportion of value they have in common with the employees in the male dominated job.
For example, if the value of the work done by the female job class workers is equivalent
to the value of work in the male job class, then the female class employees should receive
100 percent of the male class wage.287 It follows that where the work is valued at 75
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percent of the male job class work, the female job class employees should earn 75 percent
of the male job class wage.288
Further, in the event comparisons within a given public sector establishment cannot be
made, the Act enables proxy comparisons across different establishments and employers
rather than being limited to drawing comparisons within a given establishment or
employer.289 It is also important to note that the Act makes it clear that an employer may
not reduce employee compensation to achieve pay equity.290 This is a common clause in
pay equity legislation as well as human rights legislation to ensure that employers don’t
simply pay the men the same lower wage the women receive to avoid discrimination and
meet pay equity.
It is apparent that pay equity legislation varies from one province to the next. The most
notable way in which the legislation differs is in applicability. However, if the goal is to
reduce gender discrimination for all Canadian women, it is best to use legislation that
reaches as many women as possible in both the private and public sectors, regardless of
the business or organization’s size. It is also helpful to tailor the reporting requirements
and available resources to meet the needs of the employer based on their size. For
example, it may not be feasible or necessary to have an employer of 10 employees submit
a report as detailed as the employer of 100. Pay equity legislation should be crafted in a
way that reaches as many employees as possible and sets employers up to succeed rather
than fail. The Quebec and even more so the Ontario pay equity legislation seems to do so
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most effectively because it applies to both the public and private work sectors and applies
to employers of various sizes, even those with a small number of employees.

3.2.3 Policy Frameworks in other Canadian
Jurisdictions
There are also provinces that have chosen to deal with gender pay equity by means other
than implementing specific legislation. British Columbia, Saskatchewan and
Newfoundland and Labrador, have policy frameworks in place for negotiating pay equity
in the public sector.291 For instance, Saskatchewan has the Equal Pay for Work of Equal
Value and Pay Equity Policy, 1999.292 This Saskatchewan policy framework requires
Crown, government and health sector employees to meet standards set out to reach the
government’s equal pay for work of equal value policy goals293. In contrast,
Newfoundland and Labrador has pay equity negotiations with public sector unions294.
The policy frameworks in these provinces have very limited applicability, applying only
to workers in the private sector in B.C and only to unionized workers in Newfoundland
and Labrador.
Each of these three provinces mentioned also have human rights legislation to deal with
gender pay discrimination, but as discussed, the human rights model is a complaintsbased model which requires complainants to come forward with complaints of
discrimination. However, it may be difficult for an employee to be aware that they are
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being paid unfairly and should even file a complaint. Further, even if an employee is
aware of a pay inequity, they may not have the resources available to them to undergo the
complaints process. Those are some reasons why pay equity legislation that puts the onus
on the employer to ensure that they are achieving pay equity is a more effective model for
success.
However, despite British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Newfoundland and Labrador
failing to implement pay equity legislation, they have at least implemented policy
frameworks to persuade and guide employers with the tools they need to achieve pay
equity within their organizations. Unfortunately, such policy frameworks lack the legal
recourse for non-compliance that can instead be offered through legislative schemes,
making employer compliance less certain in these provinces.
The only province that has neither enacted pay equity legislation, nor any pay equity
policy based framework of any kind is Alberta.295 Although Alberta does, like every
other Canadian jurisdiction, have a human rights code provision that specifically deals
with pay discrimination, it too uses terminology that is distinct from similar legislation in
other jurisdictions. Recall that the Alberta Human Rights Act states in its equal pay
provisions at s.6(1), “Where employees of both sexes perform the same or substantially
similar work for an employer in an establishment the employer shall pay the employees
at the same rate of pay”.296 Unlike other jurisdictions, Alberta fails to either expressly
include that employees in any particular sector are entitled to equal pay for, “work of
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equal value”, nor make mention of the four factors used to determine job value, in any
legislation or policy framework.

3.3 Gender Wage Gaps across Canada
The following are the findings of a 2017 report published by the Conference Board of
Canada ranking Canadian provinces and territories based on the size of their gender wage
gaps.297 It is important to note that the wage gap for the provinces in this report was
calculated using the difference between male and female full time weekly earnings rather
than hourly earnings.298 This is an important factor because part of the gender wage gap
can be attributed to some women working less hours to undertake domestic and family
duties. Weekly earnings are not the ideal measure for calculating the wage gap, as it is a
type of adjusted calculation, as it reflects the wages earned and the number of hours
worked. It is best to use hourly wages instead for wage gap calculations because it
excludes information on how many hours were worked and there is a more accurate
reflection of compensation.299 However, the data used in the below study was collected
from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which
only compiles international gender wage gap data using weekly earnings.300 Using this
calculation method, that being a comparison of male and female weekly wages, Canada’s
gender wage gap in 2016 was 18.2 %.
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Weekly wage calculations:301
Prince Edward Island (10.7%)
Manitoba (13.2%)
New Brunswick (14.3%)
Ontario (16.2%)
Quebec (16.4%)
Nova Scotia (16.4%)
Saskatchewan (21.6%)
British Columbia (22.6%)
Alberta (24.6%)
Newfoundland and Labrador (28.9%)

Most Canadian jurisdictions have been successful in narrowing the gender wage gap to
some degree over the past few decades.302 New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Manitoba
were the most successful provinces in narrowing the gender wage gaps by approximately
34 percent since 2000.303 Yukon was the most successful territory in the country, able to
cut their wage gap in half between the years 2000 and 2015.304 In contrast, Newfoundland
and Labrador’s gender wage gap increased by 2 percent between the years 2000 to
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2015.305 Again, these calculations were completed using the median weekly wages for
men and women.
The same report that put forth the above wage gap calculations, also prepared the
following additional gender wage gap calculation on Canadian jurisdictions using median
hourly wages. These calculations did not use the OECD for information but instead relied
on statistics Canada’s male and female data income.306 Statistics Canada uses median
hourly wages for men and women in making their calculations to eliminate the factor of
hours worked in the equation. This adjustment removes the gender bias that is created by
some women working less hours in the workforce to tend to unpaid duties in the home. In
result, more accurate jurisdictional wage gaps that reflect only a difference in pay per
hour for men and women can be examined and compared.
Applying an hourly wage calculation for the gender wage gap results in a lower wage gap
than one relying on weekly earnings.307 Using this calculation, Canada’s gender wage gap
based on hourly wages is 12.5 percent, that being 5.7 percent lower than the weekly wage
calculation.308 The following reflects the updated provincial and territorial wage gaps
which were also calculated using an hourly wage.
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Hourly Wage Calculations:
Prince Edward Island (1.3%)
New Brunswick (3.9%)
Manitoba (8.8%)
Quebec (8.9%)
Nova Scotia (9%)
Ontario (11.4%)
Saskatchewan (16.1%)
British Columbia (17.2%)
Alberta (18.8%)
Newfoundland and Labrador (20%)

3.4 Exploring the Relationships between Law and the Gaps
within Jurisdictions
In general there appears to be a correlation between pay equity law and the size of the
gender wage gap. Examining the above tables, it is apparent that provinces without pay
equity law or frameworks have the largest gender wage gaps in the country.309 P.E.I, New
Brunswick, Manitoba, Quebec, Nova Scotia and Ontario, the provinces with pay equity
legislation, are all at the top of the ranking list as having the smallest wage gaps. On the
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other hand, Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Alberta and Newfoundland and Labrador
are ranked at the bottom of the list as having the largest gaps.310
Alberta, the one jurisdiction without pay equity legislation or additional pay equity policy
frameworks in place has one of the largest gender wage gaps in the country.311 Although
there are other factors which may contribute to Alberta’s gap, such as the high number of
high-paying male dominated oilfield jobs, it is still reasonable to attribute some of the
pay disparity to the lack of formal means to assist in achieving pay equity in the
workforce. There are a number of women who also work in related oil field jobs, such as
workplace health and safety positions, engineering and geology based positions and a
number of other camp-life jobs which would likely require similar levels of skill, effort,
responsibility and working conditions as some of the male-dominated oil field jobs.
Arguably these are examples of jobs that should require equal pay because they are of
equal value, and women may very well be missing out on pay they are entitled to because
such pay equity measures are not in place. Accordingly, it makes sense to recognize that
pay discrimination is also a contributing factor to the wage gap. Therefore, the inclusion
of pay equity legislation in a given jurisdiction would be helpful in narrowing the gender
pay gap.
Newfoundland and Labrador is another province that also has a large wage gap and very
limited legal tools to ensure pay equity for provincial residents. Recall that the province
does have a policy framework for pay equity but it is only applicable to union represented
employees in the public sector. The wage gap can be explained in part by the higher
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concentration of women in low paying jobs in the province. In 2016, 87 percent of the
province’s working women were employed in the lower occupational groupings such as
administrative, health and education, law, social, community and social service
occupations.312 On the other hand, over 80 percent of the men were in occupations with
higher median weekly salaries such as trades and transport and natural and applied
sciences.313
However, women taking on more of the low paying jobs is only part of the story as there
are significant wage gaps among workers even within the same occupations. For instance,
there is a weekly earnings gender gap of over 20 percent in sales and service jobs, and a
gap over 46 percent in the education, law, social services and government service
group.314
There was a study examining the gender wage gaps in private sectors for full time
employees from 1997 to 2014.315 The study suggests that all provinces have made
progress in narrowing the gender wage gap except for Alberta and Newfoundland.316 It is
again important to note that these two provinces lack both pay equity law or policy
frameworks that apply to even the private sector. Variances between provinces in the size
of gap can be in part attributed to job characteristics in a specific province.317 The study
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further found that much of the wage gap can be explained by gender differences in
industry and occupation.318
A 2010 study by Baker and Drolet, also revealed that there were substantial wage gap
differences for full time employees between the provinces.319 Women in Alberta,
Newfoundland and British Columbia had the largest gaps.320 Women in PEI had the
smallest wage gaps in some years and reached pay equity in others.321 This study again
has similar results to the above wage gap rankings. It appears that the above rankings are
common findings in a number of studies.
It is important to consider how various factors influence wage gaps as well as the
applicability of the various legal instruments utilized from province to province. For
example, a larger percentage of women than men work in the PEI public sector than they
do in the Alberta public sector.322 Knowing that PEI is a province that has pay equity
legislation that applies to public sector employees, but Alberta does not, may be one
factor that explains why the wage gap for women in PEI is smaller than the wage gap in
Alberta. The reach of the pay equity legislation is accessible to the majority of female
employees in PEI, where most women work within the public sector. On the other hand,
women working within the public sector, or the private sector for that matter, in Alberta,
fall outside of the reach of any pay equity legislation because there is none. This in part
can explain why the wage gap in Alberta is so much larger than the gap in PEI. Although
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this is not the only factor that accounts for the difference in wage gaps between the two
provinces, it is a factor to some extent.
The applicability of a specific province’s wage gap may also be a factor as to why
Ontario and Quebec fall somewhere in the middle of the wage gap ranking scale despite
their comprehensive legislation that reaches both the public and private sectors. Quebec
and to a greater extent Ontario have a large number of federal employees. Ontario houses
the nation’s capital in Ottawa which is also directly connected to a major Quebec city
called Hull. These are examples of some of the cities which house a large number of
federal workers. It is possible that the large number of federal workers, who do not have
the protection of federal pay equity legislation, contribute to the gender wage gap in these
two provinces.323 Further, it is also possible that Ontario is home to a large number of
women facing intersectionality of discrimination, which could exasperate the size of the
provinces gender wage gap324. As discussed in Chapter 1, women who face
discrimination based on multiple grounds tend to face higher gender wage gap disparities
and are the most vulnerable to low income325. If this is indeed the case, then it would be
further evidence that the federal government should enact freestanding pay equity
legislation to assist in narrowing the gender wage gap.

3.5 Criticisms of and Justifications for Pay Equity Legislation
One criticism of pay equity legislation is its inability to deal with the female-male wage
gap in its entirety. This criticism is based on the fact that comparisons are made only
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between female-dominated and male-dominated jobs within a particular establishment.326
As a result, pay equity legislation fails to reach the females working in male dominated
jobs and females working in establishments where male dominated jobs do not exist.327
Although it is true that pay equity legislation does not apply to every female worker as
per the above reasons, it does not follow that such laws are not valuable in contributing to
progress towards pay equity. As previously mentioned, there are many factors
responsible for the creation of the wage gap. Specific laws will likely not completely
close the gap on its own. However despite this, these laws are an advancement from
previous laws dealing with gender pay discrimination and their benefits do reach a
number of working women that were not able to access benefits of the previous pay
equality and human rights laws in a meaningful way. Pay Equity laws are an essential
tool for narrowing the gender wage gap.
Another criticism of Pay Equity Legislation that arises is that it is difficult to apply to the
private sector. A study from Ontario has shown that some smaller employers in the
private sector lack the resources necessary to construct and implement the required pay
equity evaluation plans.328 However, this difficulty could be overcome if sufficient
resources, education, and direction were available to these small employers to help them
understand and set-up equity plans that meet the specific needs of their business.
There was also evidence found in the same Ontario study that showed some small to midsized employers simply ignored the law and chose not to create a pay equity plan.329 This
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too is a hurdle that can be overcome. In this case stronger monitoring, reporting
procedures and enforcement would ensure that employers have an acceptable plan in
place to ensure gender pay equity. Including some form of transparency laws that compel
employers to report gender pay data regularly would also help ensure employer
compliance.
Further, researchers have suggested that the Ontario pay equity legislation was too
difficult to apply in the private, decentralized labour market where assessing comparable
worth was more difficult than in the public sector labour market.330 Again, there are
measures that could be taken to assist employers by providing them with available
resources and expertise to educate and train them in creating and implementing plans that
are tailor made to their needs based on the size of their business.

3.6 Recommendations for Strengthening and Expanding Pay
Equity Laws across Canada
Free-standing specialized pay equity legislation is required in order to meet international
and domestic pay equity obligations. Addressing pay equity through other means, such as
employment standards laws, collective bargaining laws and human rights laws have not
been as successful as would be necessary to achieve or set us on the road to achieving
pay equity.331 According to Mary Cornish, our international and domestic commitments
are not met by the aforementioned legal models for a variety of reasons332. First,
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employment standards laws are built on the principle of equal pay for equal work, which
are not aimed at dealing with systemic discrimination or recognize pay equity as a
fundamental right.333 Second, collective bargaining laws that are only accessible to
unionized women fails to recognize pay equity as a fundamental human right; fails to
remedy systemic discrimination or ensure a substantive outcome; makes pay equity a
potential bargaining chip in negotiations; and fails to provide effective and expert
enforcement mechanisms.334
Third, the human rights models fail because they are complaints based and deal with
issues retroactively, fail to address the systemic nature of discrimination, fail to provide
effective access for employees, and lack enforcement and monitoring and direction on
how to implement pay equity.335 Further the human rights system is expensive, complex
and time consuming which makes it difficult for most women to access, especially those
without union representation.
Research suggests that specialized pay equity legislation is the only model that is
effective in recognizing wage discrimination as a systemic problem demanding a
systemic remedy.336 It is an effective way to deal with the potential discrimination before
it occurs, thereby bringing the problem to light so that it may be fixed. It places the onus
on employers to find inequities and set up proactive plans to resolve disparity and achieve
and maintain pay equity. Retroactive, complaints based models such as the human rights
models are not as useful for systemic matter such as wage discrimination in part because
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women often don’t know that they are being paid less than men for the same job or for
work of equal value.
Pay equity legislation is able to define the right to pay equity in a detailed manner and in
clear and definite terms enabling employers and employees to fully understand and act on
their rights and duties, to minimize delay in litigation and to provide effective monitoring
and enforcement.337 Further, the government showing serious commitment to enacting
pay equity legislation promotes a culture of compliance.338 Leading by example is an
essential step the government must take in meeting their obligations to take all necessary
steps to pursue gender pay equity and to make it clear that gender wage discrimination is
wrong and will not be tolerated.
In sum, it appears that in order to be most effective, new pay equity legislation must
reflect the following principles: Pay equity is a fundamental human right and pay equity
laws have primacy over all other non-constitutional rights; Pay equity legislation must be
proactive and address systemic discrimination by obligating employers to rectify
discriminatory practices; the legislation must apply to employees in both the private and
public sector; must set-out detailed pay equity obligations providing clear guidance to
employers and employees to minimize litigation.
Further, pay equity must include the following in order to ensure and guarantee that
women receive non-discriminatory wages.339 Pay equity must provide a clear time frame
in which steps are to be taken, and at what point substantive equality is to be achieved; it
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must provide warning of sanctions for non-compliance; strong enforcement measures
must be set in place such as expert tribunals; legal aid must be provided when needed and
direct access to the tribunals must be available to complainants; strong reporting
monitoring and follow-up are essential.340
Writing for the Status of the Women in Canada, Margot Young made a series of
recommendations are made to legislators in drafting pay equity legislation. These
recommendations can be summarized as follows: Pay Equity Legislation should
explicitly state that pay equity is a fundamental human right and that the federal
legislation is enacted in accordance with Canada’s human rights obligations under
international law and that pay equity is a necessary element of a commitment to sex
equality.341 The legislation should include recognition of the remedial nature of pay
equity law and its goal of eliminating female worker’s inequality.342 Also, a new
administrative agency independent of the government should be created to oversee the
implementation and processes surrounding the legislation to bolster the designation of
pay equity as a human right.343 Additionally the legislative reforms should be
accompanied by publicity and educational programs that communicate the nexus between
pay equity and women’s fundamental right to substantive equity.344 These
recommendations would be very useful to Canadian legislators in drafting effective pay
equity legislation. They adequately reflect Canadian principles of gender equality and pay
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equity and also provide the procedural and support components necessary to make the
laws effective on the ground level.

3.7 Conclusion
It is clear that pay equity law is an effective tool for ensuring that a larger number of
female workers reach pay equity than have previously done so under the human rights
model. This certainly does not mean that the human rights model should be set aside, as it
has proved useful in helping some women achieve pay equity, especially those women
represented by unions. Looking at the gender wage gaps and the relevant laws enacted in
jurisdictions across Canada, it appears that there is an identifiable correlation between the
type of law implemented and the size of the wage gap within jurisdictions. The
jurisdictions that do not use pay equity legislation have the largest wage gaps and the
provinces with pay equity legislation have the smaller wage gaps. The provinces who use
policy frameworks instead of pay equity legislation fall in the middle.
It would therefore be reasonable to suggest that the jurisdictions that presently do not
have pay equity legislation, enact it. If the Federal jurisdiction did so, it would assist the
provinces with a high number of federal employees such as Ontario and Quebec. If
Alberta and Newfoundland implemented such legislation they might not raise to the top
of the list for having the smallest pay gaps in the country but it may elevate those
provinces from the very bottom of the list. It would further be reasonable to suggest that
the jurisdictions that do have pay equity legislation, widen the applicability to as many
workers as possible within both the public and private sectors.
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However, despite these recommendations about implementing and expanding
applicability of pay equity law, little will be achieved unless the laws themselves have
some added clarity and teeth to increase compliance and enforcement. To meet these ends
the next chapter undertakes an exploration of foreign laws related to pay equity that may
be useful to bolster pay equity laws here at home.
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CHAPTER 4
4.

EXPLORATION OF SELECT LAWS FROM FOREIGN

JURISDICTIONS, RELEVANT TO THE GENDER WAGE
GAP AND NEW PROGRESSIVE LAWS WITHIN THE
NATION
This fourth chapter will examine alternative ways to narrow the wage gap
through pay equity and anti-discrimination laws that have been enacted in foreign
jurisdictions, such as pay transparency laws. There will be discussion of some
promising new laws coming into force in Ontario in the near future which adopt
these foreign examples among others. Finally there will be discussion of how the
2018 federal budget framework may further pay equity and narrow the gender
wage gap.

4.1 Exploring New Laws to Narrow the Gender Wage Gap
Using Foreign Examples
4.1.1 Pay Transparency Laws
Pay transparency laws are laws that oblige employers to disclose annual reports on
gender pay data to the ministry of Labour such as how much male and female employees
are paid as well as the compensation structure of a workplace by gender and job
classification.345 These laws also give workers and investors the right to know how much
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male and female employees are being paid in a workforce and protects workers from
reprisals for discussing wages or asking for wage information.346
According to Fay Faraday, a labour and human rights lawyer in Toronto, co-chair of the
Equal Pay Coalition, and a Professor at Osgoode Hall Law School,
“Pay transparency laws sharpen accountability for human rights compliance by
giving workers key information they need to demand and enforce their rights. They
help identify sticky floors, glass ceilings and occupational segregations that sustain
the pay gap.”347
The Canadian federal and provincial government would be wise to implement
transparency laws to help narrow the wage gap. This is in part because employer noncompliance with pay equity laws remains a significant issue in the workforce particularly
in the private sector.348 By forcing employers to disclose their pay systems and what they
actually pay both male and female employees, gender wage bias can be brought to light
and eradicated. Employees would be empowered and able to know when wage bias has
occurred, enabling them to take appropriate action to deal with the matter.349 At the same
time, employers will be held accountable for any gender wage bias they may be
responsible for in the workplace. According to the European Commission, “If companies
really respect the principle of pay equity for women they should have nothing to hide.
Women should not be paid less simply because they are kept in the dark about what their
male colleagues earn.”350
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Equal Pay day has been a landmark day for national leaders enacting transparency laws to
further pay equity within their borders. On the American equal pay day in 2014, President
Obama issued an order requiring federal contractors to disclose pay data regarding race
and sex to determine if there was discrimination.351 The EU Commission adopted
multiple pay transparency measures to mark equal pay day as well including a
requirement that all member states report on one of the following: 1) employees right to
request pay level data broken down by gender, including bonus and other variables, 2)
conducting pay audits that are available to worker’s representatives upon request for
larger companies, or 3) regular reporting by employers on average remuneration by
employee category and broken down by gender.352
The U.K government introduced a plan in 2017 obligating companies with 250 or more
employees to report their gender wage gaps and gaps in bonus pay.353 Belgium, having
one of the lowest gender wage gaps in the world enacted similar legislation in 2012 in
which companies of 50 or more employees were obligated to report wage gap
information every two years.354
Pay transparency laws have also been enacted in other countries such as, Australia,
Germany, Denmark and Iceland.355 It is interesting to note that each of these countries
mentioned are ranked ahead of Canada in the 2017 Global Gender Wage Index for having
smaller gender wage gaps.356 It may be wise to follow their lead as these countries appear
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to be more progressive and successful at closing their own gender gaps more efficiently
than Canada thus far.

4.1.2 Ban on Disclosure Request for Applicant Pay
History
A growing number of states and major cities in the USA have recently enacted laws that
prohibit employers in public and private sectors from asking potential employees about
previous salary history during the hiring process.357 This law is useful in furthering pay
equity because it stops employers from being tempted to pay an applicant less than they
otherwise would have because the applicant accepted less at a previous job. Some of the
states that have implemented these laws include: the state of Oregon, the state of New
York, New York City as well as a number of counties within the state, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, the State of Vermont, the State of Wisconsin and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.358

4.2 The Ontario Pay Transparency Act of 2018: A Step in the
Right Direction
It has recently come to light that Ontario has enacted promising new transparency
legislation that is soon to come into effect. This particular Act is exciting and hopeful, as
it includes a number of new laws geared to decrease gender pay discrimination and
further pay equity in the province. Many of the foreign laws discussed in this research
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project are included within the new Transparency Act, which appears to be a useful
accompaniment to Ontario’s existing pay equity legislation. This will further narrow the
gender wage gap by obliging employers to prove that they are meeting their obligations
under the Pay Equity Act and refraining from gender pay discrimination within the
workplace.
On April 26, 2018 Ontario passed Bill 203 on third reading. The resulting Pay
Transparency Act will come into force and effect in Ontario on January 1, 2019.359 Under
section 4, the stated purpose of the Act is to: a) promote gender equality and equal
opportunity in the workplace including compensation equality between men and women
through increased transparency of workplace compensation and pay, b) to disclose and
remove employment and compensation inequities and to promote full participation for
women and other Ontarians in the workplace, c) to promote the elimination of gender and
other biases by employers in hiring, employment status and pay practices, d) to support
consultation and open dialogue between employers and employees on employment
compensation and equal opportunity issues, and to e) support economic growth through
furthering equity in and employment equity in the workplace for women and other
groups.360
Key features of the Act include section 5(1) which prohibits employers or their agents
from asking for information about an applicant’s compensation history.361 This is
important because it ensures that employers do not pay new employees less than they
otherwise would have just because they are aware the employee has accepted a lesser
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amount in a previous job. This is particularity important for women applicants and
employees as many of them have been paid less than their male counterparts in the past
as pay inequality is a systemic problem. This is a vital step in removing temptation for
employers to pay women less than they otherwise would just because they believe they
can. It is therefore a necessary component to a comprehensive plan in achieving pay
equity for women and other vulnerable groups.
Another key feature of the Pay Transparency Act, is section 6, under which employers
must include information about the compensation range for positions they advertise
publically in a job posting.362 This ensures that potential employees know what they can
expect to receive in pay prior to applying for a position. Further, it enables a new
employee to be satisfied that they are being paid fairly in comparison to other employees
in comparable positions and that they are not being paid less than another candidate
would be paid. It also removes any potential for employers to pay candidates below the
salary range based on factors such as the gender of the new employee.
The transparency clauses of the Pay Transparency Act can be found at section 7 of the
Act. At section 7(1), employers with 100 or more employees shall collect information on
employer, workforce composition and differences in workforce composition in relation to
gender, for the purpose of preparing a pay transparency report annually and submit same
to the Ministry.363 Employers with 250 or more employees are required to submit their
initial pay transparency report just over one year after the law comes into force, that
being May 15, 2020.364 Smaller employers with at least 100 employees but less than 250,
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are given an extra year to submit a pay transparency report with the first due on May 15,
2021.365 This extra year for filing gives the smaller workplace organizations additional
time to allocate resources and prepare a system to collect, organize and submit the data
required under the Act.
Employers are required by section 7(5) of the Pay Transparency Act to post the
completed pay transparency reports either online or in a conspicuous place in the
workplace which is likely to come to the attention of the employees. The Ministry must
make the submitted reports available to the public either online, through publication or
otherwise under section 7(6,7). This is an interesting component of the Act which is sure
to further the goal of transparency but at the same time is sure to attract criticism. Rather
than publicize company pay information in relation to gender, legislators had the option
to instead have the reports available only to the Ministry alone. This would have ensured
oversight of employers compensation practices and workforce structure data in relation to
gender as well, yet would have kept the information confidential from fellow employees
and the public.
A likely criticism arises regarding the choice to publicize the pay transparency reports to
the general public or share compensation information with the employees in a given
establishment. This criticism is based on concern that if employees are made aware of
what their coworkers are being paid, employers are removing their incentive to work
harder and therefore stifling competition and productivity. For example if Jack and
Dianne are being paid the same amount for the same work, but Jack works much harder
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than Dianne, there is no incentive for Dianne to work harder or for Jack to continue to
work as hard. This scenario may lead some people to oppose the notion that
compensation information should be made public. Yet, this argument assumes that
employees in the same position or in comparable work are being paid the same amount
regardless of any other factors.
On the contrary, pay equity legislation, such as the Ontario pay equity legislation that will
continue to be in force alongside the Pay Transparency Act, includes a section allowing
for pay inequities in a number of instances. Justifications for paying wage differences
between employees including paying a different wage to men and women who are
working in jobs determined to be of comparable value include: Merit based system,
seniority system, promotions system etc.366 These allowances for paying different rates to
employees for comparable work ensures that we can still pay higher wages for harder
workers or decrease wages for employees who don’t work as hard on basis other than
gender.
Despite the option to make the pay reports solely available to the Minister or a
government agency, is arguable that with this method, the purpose of pay transparency
laws would not be fully realized. To be fully transparent, pay reports should be available
to the public, including employees within a given business organization. There is a public
shaming element that comes into play when this information is made available to the
general public. For instance, under section 13(8), of the Act, if an employer is determined
to have contravened the Act or regulations, the Minister may publish or otherwise make
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public the name of the person who contravened the Act, a description of the contravention
and the date it occurred and the penalty for the deemed contravention.367 With this
publication provision, employers would have further incentive to ensure that they are
engaging in fair pay practices and pay equity to avoid discontent from the public and
instead attract positive attention from society. The likelihood of employer compliance in
working to achieve and maintain pay equity are advanced with the publication of the pay
transparency reports.
Another key component to the Pay Transparency Act is that under section 8, employers
shall not intimidate, dismiss, penalize or threaten to penalize an employee because an
employee has: a) inquired with the employer about the employee’s compensation, b)
disclosed the employee’s compensation to another employee c) inquired about
information in pay transparency reports d) given information about the employers
compliance with the Act or regulations, or e) asked the employer to comply with the Act
or regulations.368 This section is important because it could save employees from fear of
facing adverse action for discussing wages or gender structure of the workplace. This
provision is necessary to ensure that the information being reported is accurate and to
promote a workplace environment where transparency and open communication flows
freely.
The Ontario Pay Transparency Act, 2018 is an exciting piece of legislation that should
serve as an inspiring example to remaining Canadian jurisdictions. For provinces that
have already progressed to free-standing pay equity legislation, pay transparency
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legislation is the logical next step that should greatly enhance the success of pay equity
within their jurisdiction. It is reasonable to predict that Ontario’s gender gap will benefit
from the enactment of the Pay Transparency Act, 2018.

4.3 Increase to Provincial Minimum Wages
Women can also benefit from an increase in minimum wage as many tend to work
minimum wage jobs. Ensuring a living wage is particularly important to women because
they represent approximately 60% of all minimum wage workers in the nation.369 By
ensuring that all Canadians receive at least a minimum wage women will be lifted
economically. A living wage is an estimate of what workers need to earn to afford to live
and meet basic needs within a specific community.
Alberta is one province that has recently increased their minimum wage incrementally so
that workers within the province are able to earn at least a living wage of $15.00 per hour
by October 1, 2018.370 This means that $15.00 is the lowest amount that employees may
pay their employees by law, which is quite a bit higher than the 2017 minimum wage of
$13.60.371 There are many benefits of increasing the minimum wage including increased
consumer spending, healthier people, and lower wage inequality especially for women.372
According to the Alberta Government, 59.6% of low wage earners in the province are
female.373
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In a growing trend a number of other Canadian provinces have also been raising their
minimum wages as well. For example, British Columbia has announced a gradual
minimum wage increase which will reach $15.20 by June 1, 2021 and Ontario is set to
reach $15.00 by January 1, 2019.374 These inspiring wage increases will assist women in
particular as they are the ones who tend to make up the majority of minimum wage
workers across the country. This trend will also be helpful in the goal of reducing
Canada’s gender wage gap and in reducing the feminization of poverty.

4.4 The 2018 Federal Budget and Pay Equity
Another progressive move for pay equity in Canada can be seen in the 2018 federal
government’s budget.375 The Honourable Scott Brison, Present of the Treasury Board of
Canada stated,
“Equal pay for work of equal value is a human right. Our government is taking a
leadership role to close the gender wage gap by announcing proactive pay equity
legislation in Budget 2018, because gender equality is not only the right thing to do
for Canadians, it is also the smart thing to do to grow the middle class”.376
The federal budget reports that the government is introducing a new Gender Results
Framework that helps track how Canada is performing in areas such as pay equity and to
help define what is needed to make greater progress moving forward.377 The budget also
reports that the government is committed to a comprehensive approach to gender
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budgeting which includes progress in gender equality and taking actions towards related
goals such as: reducing the gender wage gap, increasing full-time employment of women,
equal sharing of parental responsibilities, a better gender balance across occupations, and
having more women in higher paid quality jobs.378 Further there are plans to find a more
balanced approach in sharing employment insurance benefits between male and female
parents which would enable women to get into the workforce more equally with men and
more evenly share childcare responsibilities between parents.379
The Federal Government is committed to making a wealth of progress towards the goal
of gender pay equity which is apparent in the 2018 federal budget. It will be exciting to
see further details regarding the specific new frameworks, policies and laws the
government adopts to make these gender equality goals a reality.
The present Liberal government has pushed forward with goals relating to human rights
and gender equality. For the first time in many years it appears that there is hope that we
will see movement in the gender wage gap once again. There are promising actions that
have been taken at both the federal and provincial level in jurisdictions such as Ontario
with the new pay transparency legislation and in British Columbia, Ontario and Alberta
with the increase of the minimum wage to a living wage, among others380. These new
initiatives alongside those yet to come as promised in the federal budget could result in a
transformative time for advancements in gender equality such as those that took place in
the 1980s with the first appearance of proactive pay equity legislation in Canada.
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4.5 Conclusion
Chapter 4 explored some of the pay equity and anti-discrimination laws which
foreign jurisdictions have enacted to reduce gender pay discrimination and the gender
wage gaps within their borders. Next some recent and progressive Canadian laws which
incorporated these laws such as the soon to be in force, Ontario Pay Transparency Act
were discussed along with some other progressive laws Canadian jurisdictions have
enacted that appear promising in their ability to narrow the gender wage gap. The
Chapter closed with a discussion about the promising 2018 federal budget which targets
gender equality in the workplace and is committed to take steps towards gender equality
and narrowing the gender wage gap. The next chapter will conclude this thesis with a
summary of the research and findings of this thesis including final recommendations on
how Canadian law can be revised to further pay equity and ultimately narrow the gender
wage gap.
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CHAPTER 5
5.

CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS

Chapter 5 will provide a reflective summary of the research covered within the first
4 chapters of this thesis and offer final recommendations on ways Canada can
strengthen existing pay equity laws and incorporate new pay transparency and
other laws to narrow the gender wage gap.

5.1 Conclusions Regarding the Gender Wage Gap, Gender
Discrimination, Canadian Pay Equity and Human Rights
Law, and Suggested Legal Reform
As discussed in Chapter 1, the gender wage gap has been a persistent problem in Canada
for many decades. Despite Canada being a strong promoter of gender equality and of
principles of pay equity such as equal pay for work of equal value, these values and
principles fail to materialize on the ground level. Canadian men continue to earn more
money than women per hour, even in situations where women are working jobs of the
same value as men381. Working jobs of the “same value” meaning that these women who
make less than men are working at the same level of skill, effort, and responsibility, and
within similar working conditions as men.382 This portion of the gender wage gap is not
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Recall from Chapter 1 that women make 87 cents for every dollar earned by a man. Moyser, supra note 2
at 26.
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These were the four factors of value assessment set out in the Equal Wage Guidelines as discussed in
Chapters 1 and 2. Equal Wage Guidelines, supra note 12 at s.3-8.
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attributable to women working fewer hours, or women having lower skills or
qualifications than men, rather this pay disparity is due to gender pay discrimination.383
Fortunately the law is one tool which can be utilized to protect women from pay
discrimination and compel employers to take positive steps towards pay equity. This is
not to say that law alone has the ability to close the gender wage gap. However, if applied
correctly the law is able to narrow that gap. For example, pay transparency laws can
bring gender pay disparity to light so that it may be further determined whether or not the
difference in pay is justifiable or due to gender discrimination by employers. Further, pay
equity laws place responsibility onto employers to figure out if pay inequities exist within
their respective workplaces and implement and maintain plans to ensure pay equity is
achieved within their establishments. These initial steps of identifying and addressing pay
equity issues within the workplace are essential first steps in shrinking the gap.
Not only is narrowing the gender wage gap a necessary step in realizing Canadian values
and principles of gender equality but Canada is also obligated by international law to
take, “all necessary measures”, to reach pay equity including the enactment of effective
legislation.384 As discussed in Chapter 2, Canadian law has evolved in previous decades
in ways that have decreased the gap to some extent. The first real progress made in law
recognizing the principle of equal pay for work of equal value appeared with the
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emergence of anti-discrimination, human rights legislation among Canadian jurisdictions
in the 1960s and 1970s.385
However, the rapid progress towards pay equity made by the human rights model was
short-lived as the gender wager gap persisted. It was determined by reputable reports in
the early 1980s such as the Abella Report, that the failure of the human rights model was
due to its reactive complaints based nature, where the burden was on the women
themselves to first, figure out that they were being paid less than their male counterparts
for work of the same value and then second, proceed to file an expensive and time
consuming human rights complaint386. Shortly after the Abella Report, proactive pay
equity legislation was enacted in a few Canadian jurisdictions to shift the burden form the
employee onto the employer to take steps to ensure that men and women were being paid
the same amount for work of equal value. However, despite the emergence of this new
proactive pay equity law in Canada, the gender wage gap remains today. This is due in
part to the limited number of provinces that have enacted pay equity legislation and the
fact that most jurisdictions limit their applicability to the public sector387.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the gender wage gap varies greatly across jurisdictions. The
variation can be partially attributed to the different types of legislation each jurisdiction
relies on to deal with gender pay discrimination. Every jurisdiction has enacted human
rights legislation but only a handful have also enacted free-standing pay equity legislation
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as well. It is clear that the provinces with pay equity legislation have the smallest gender
wage gaps and the provinces without pay equity legislation have the largest gender wage
gaps. Although there are other factors that contribute to the differences between the
provinces respective wage gaps, such as the type of work driving their economy, gender
discrimination is also a contributing factor, especially in provinces that lack pay equity
law. A review of domestic gender wage discrimination and pay equity law reveals that
pay equity legislation is arguably the most evolved legislation to effectively further the
principle of equal pay for work of equal value in force and effect to date388.
The goal of this thesis was to show that revision to the law is a viable way to narrow
Canada’s gender wage gap. One way this can be done is to introduce widely applicable
pay equity legislation into jurisdictions that have not yet enacted it. Another way is to
increase the applicability of pay equity legislation in jurisdictions to include employers
and employees in both the public and private sectors and to employment establishments
of all sizes. A final way is to strengthen pay equity legislation is to further ensure
employer compliance with the pay equity laws through the implementation of pay
transparency legislation.
Despite the potential of pay equity legislation to further pay equity, valid concerns arise
regarding non-compliance by some employers, particularly in the private sector, due to
insufficient monitoring and enforcement. As discussed in Chapter 4, foreign jurisdictions
have enacted pay transparency laws to improve employer compliance with pay equity
plans and reporting procedures. Canada could also benefit by implementing pay
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However, the new pay transparency legislation enacted by Ontario which is soon to take effect in 2019
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transparency legislation among jurisdictions alongside widely applicable pay equity
legislation. It would also be helpful to ensure that there are sufficient resources and
direction available to employers to assist them in creating and administering pay equity
plans, job value assessments and comparisons and reports.389 Other ways in which
Canadian jurisdictions can further achieve pay equity for women is to increase the
minimum wage to a living wage and enact laws that prohibit employers from requesting
pay history form job applicants. It is clear from research of domestic and foreign laws
that there are a variety of laws which Canadian jurisdictions could enact that would
further pay equity and narrow the gender wage gap. Many of these laws have recently
been enacted in Ontario, making that province the most progressive jurisdiction in further
pay equity within the nation.
Ontario is one Canadian jurisdiction that has surpassed the others in enacting progressive
laws to achieve pay equity. Not only does Ontario have the most widely applicable pay
equity legislation that pertains to both the public and private sectors as well as small
employers, but it is the first in Canada to enact pay transparency legislation, which will
come into force in 2019390. Canadian pay equity would improve and the gender wage gap
would narrow if the remaining Canadian jurisdictions followed Ontario’s lead by
implementing expansive pay equity and pay transparency legislation. Hopefully, given
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Having available resources to assist smaller employers in the private sector create plans that work for
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the gender equality focus of the 2018 federal budget, the Federal Government will be one
of the first jurisdictions to follow suit391.
Pay equity law is a valuable tool for ensuring employers are not discriminating against
women by paying them lower wages than their male counterparts for work of equal
value. However, this type of legislation does have limitations, some of which are difficult
to overcome. For example women that are not in female dominated job classes and
women who are in workplaces without male dominated job comparators are not protected
by pay equity legislation. Further, it is arguable that pay equity legislation perpetuates
gender segregation of the workforce because it only assists women in female dominated
jobs, thereby keeping women in female job classes in order to receive the benefit of pay
equity. Further, because women make up the majority of low income workers, this may
result in actually holding women back financially by keeping them in low income jobs.
However, one potential way to lift women out of lower income jobs and into more
profitable ones is by enacting widely applicable employment equity alongside pay equity
legislation in Canadian jurisdictions392. Despite its limitations, the benefits of pay equity
legislation greatly outweigh its costs and shortcoming. By continuing to broaden the
applicability of pay equity legislation to a larger number of female employees and by
enacting complimentary legislation to encourage employer compliance, and further the
principles and purpose of pay equity, Canada will be able to decrease gender pay
discrimination and in turn, narrow the gender wage gap.

For information on the 2018 federal budget, see The Government of Canada, “Budget 2018”, supra note
105.
392
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